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We Have a New Supply

GOES

Bobolink Flour

I

-

(II

II
II

W

II

I

Itomaciitady

will change

thai

WINTER GROCERY GO.

fLon& Face!

PHONE 40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

eoal

Wood

HKff'iffA'iE

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot

POWER
N

j

anti-pepti-

j

The Denver & Rio Grande
RAILROAD COMPANY.
Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
FROM all stations

on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico '
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
all stations in COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON & QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RV., COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R. R.

FARES
One

first-clas-

s

one-wa-

fare for the round trip to all points on the

Denver & Rio Grande FC. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round trip to Pueblo
or Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
Dates of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th, 25th and

Jlst, 19I3, and Jan.
Return Limit, January 5th, 1914.

1st, 1914.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Coffee

;

I DAINTY

this coffee
urousm

--

i.ju per acre, auouier

par-

cel a lfttle farther out brought
$1)50 If this report prov
per afire, Parcels 12 miles from Dem-tii- g dation the memb
'
brought from $10 to $12 per acre. whitewash will

il

A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

J.

Secretary.

CRICNTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

Tow much good
a a pound of it?

"Mulhall.

"hat
the coffee
The entire acreage brought an aver readers of this
fr
of
a
their
names,
age price
little better than J15
"per acre. Two parcels close in brought other facilities to.
$36 per acre for the raw land
for Scliil-- ,
The to put them into privbest part of the whole Bale la that the they will belong.
not the
majority of the land purchased was
The Bize of school playgrounds Is inpicked up by local people, only a few
i
but
i
parcels going to bidders from Califor teresting the United States bureau of
nia and Oklahoma. It shows clearly education. The Gary plan is now bewhat
you
and unmistakably that our home peo- ing studied all over the country. The
ple have absolute faith In the va'ue of first school building in Gary, Ind had
l ib,
the land, and will continue Itq great two acres of playground. The second
cans
and rapid development. Ons notice- nad four, the third had eleven, and a
able feature of the land sale was that lot recently purchased for a school
land that was listed by the stat.j for contains twenty acres. The governmjuuuvuijuuini
$3 per acre sold as high
as $21.r0. ment bureau says that every city
Commissioner Ervien Is exceedingly school building should have at least
well pleased with the big sale and Is one full block of ground, whether the
preparing to have another sale in block is the usual city block of two or
which the land will be subdivided into three acres, or one of ten acres, as in
smaller tracts, as the Bmall tracts all Salt Lake, Utah. The high school
brought a relatively higher price than needs ten acres and the country
the sections.
school ought never to have less than
Former Postmaster General Frank three acres, and from this up to
I
GET
H. Hitchcock was in Deming Monday twenty.
morning and held a little Informal reIt is said everybody has a pet
We have the Most
ception at the Union station, after
The pet economy of con- which he proceeded to the Mogollon economy.
Line" of
Complete
mining districts where be has large gress is chairs. Some twelve millions
Xmas Candies and
Interests. The former big man of the of dollars were spent when the new
is in splendid capltol office buildings were construct- last administration
Tree Decorations to
1
health and is now devoting his whole ed and furnished, but when the woman
be
had in the City.
time to his private business interests suffragists desired to have a hearing
Come early and get .
which are becoming more and more ex before the rules committee. Chairman
tensive In the Southwest. In an in- Henry Informed them that the best
your pick at the
terview with his old friend, Secretary congress could do in the way of chairs
most reasonable of
to
to
of
of
the Chamber
accommodate those who wished
Holt,
Commerce,
prices.
he expressed his continued interest hear was 300, in a room the caucus
in this portion of the state and said room which has a seating capacity
that it was a great relief to come from of a thousand people. The women
the snowbound north and find such de- were actually compelled to hire chairs
FRESH SHIPMENT OF
lightful sunshine and pleasant weather of a department store and then to borand conditions so agreeable for Jiving. row the chairs of the local chamber of
General Hitchcock visits Deming quite commerce. In addition to this, they
frequently and says he always is very borrowed chairs from the private of- much delighted to come here as he uub an over ine nouse omce DUUd
Nobility Chocolates,
likes the spirit of the town, and the inir and then several Imnrireii wnmon
progress of the country. Had he not stood for several hours during the
ALSO
maue an arrangements
to go over-- hearing.
A New Lot ot the World
land to Ills mining properties he would
have remained over for the Durnose
A new skin game, operated through
Famous
of attending the annual banquet of the mails,
exposed by Brother Wharthe Deming Chamber of Commerce.
ton of the agricultural
SIW MMj9
department
Frank J. Nagle of El Paso, is visit' information bureau,
is the selling of
A. W. Brock.
Ing his brother-in-law- ,
asparagus beans under the name of
Hugh H. Williams, chairman of the the Shahon pea, and of Jack beans,
state corporation commission, is spend under the name
of the Giant Stock
ing a few days with his old friends In Pod bean, or the Wataka bean. GuileDeming.
less folk are induced to pay $5.00 a
Pop Corn That Pops!
pound and J15.00 a bushel for stuff
Bids For Penitentiary Supplies.
could
they
buy at any seed man for a
FULL LINE OF
Bids for fuiuifaiiiug ei: months' sup- few cents.
plies for the state penitentiary will be
GERMAN
XMAS CAKES!
received until 9 o'clock a. m., Tues
Senator James Hamilton Lewis, of
day, December 9th. 1913.
Supplies Illinois, has evidently lost the family
consits of groceries, meats, clothine. Bible. Certain it is that he does
not
leather, grain, etc. A list of these remember his
In Mr.
birthday.
supplies with conditions and blank Lewis' biography, published in the
proposals will be furnished upon appli Congressional Dictionary
of 1897,
cation to the superintendent
when he was in congress as a repreBy order of the Board of Peniten sentative from the state of
Washingtiary Commissioners.
ton, the statement appears that he
JOHJ B. McMANUS, Supt
"was born in 18G3." According to this
Dated: October 14th. 1913. Santa Fa he would be
today 50 years old. But
N II.
la the biography published In Who's
unnnnnriiuwuinnnnnnRAan i
is

--

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS FOTE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

t

THE HABIT!

j
j
,

j

GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

KLjy
Phone

100

and J5 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

K0SWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

Tne West Point of the
Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

rI

Loosied In the beautiful
Peeos
Vallejr.,700feetbove
level
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout the entire sea-lioConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as eannotbe found
elsewhere In A merles. Four-tee- n
offloers and Instructors, all
(radiates from stsndsrd Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Secants :
i

.

A. GABOON, President.
RHEA, Vice President

WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

r For particulars and illustrated
address,
i

I

C0LJAS.W.WILLS0N.Sopt

eata-tn-

Losse-Wiles-Vass-

Santa

Fe- -

A Ibuquerque

PHOlsTE 163 J.

TICKETS

SHIPYQUR FREIGH T

OM SANTA FE
Douglass and all points in
Mexico and to the Pacific

I Ne.

I

Coast,

'I.

to Torrance thence.

Ed

!The
1

i

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,
Aft,. El Paso, Texas.
I

ar

i

1

v

TOG 19
peril
COMPANY

!

THE GRAY STUDIOS

Best lE'Mfew
j Route
j

j

Your Business Solicited.'

COMPLIMENTS

The Daintiest Compliment you can pay a near
and dear friend is to send a picture of yourself
as a Xmas preient.QWe are independent of
daylight. Sittings at night.

And what is that worth?

-

Lumber and Transfer Co.

1913.

.

IS IT HENEY NEXT

Wonderful

Eggs, 35c doz.

10,

HATE OIL,
CALOMEL AND PILLS

CHILDREN

OUT,

I

Daisy, Crown, Imperial and

DECEMBER

"California Syrup of Figs" Best For
Tender Stomach, Liver Bowels
Tastes Delicious.
W
Look back at vonr childhood davs.
I
I
"v
II
II II
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
SENATOR WORKS HAS BEEN PECUL
cathartics.
oil,
calomel,
And One Dose Has Often
Dispelled
How you hated them, how you fought
Years of Suffering.
IARARMY TREATMENT UNFAIR against taking them.
With our children It's different.
N. A. M. TO BE WHITEWASHED
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN
Mothers who cling to the old form of
METH
LEWIS
CONGRESS HAS HOBBY
physic simply don't realize what they
ODS, Electricity plays a most Impodo, The children's revolt is wellrtant part. The grandfather would
GROWS YOUNGER.
founded. Their tender litle "insides"
are injured by them.
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoIf your child's stomach, liver and
A A jS
(By Gilson Gardner.)
and why all this light? Tn
crn
bowels need cleansing, give only deli- Washington, D. C, Dec. 10. Follow- e'eus "California Syrup of Figs." Its
make
home
more homelike to make
the
Wilson, at tlon is
ing the address of President
positive, but gentle. Millions
and in response to the orders of Air. of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Vnderwood, boss of the secret caucus, l:;vative" handy; they know children
for father, mother and children. Oood light
the house committee on banking and Irvo to take It; that it never fails to
r
sweet-fcurrency has appointed a
c! aii the liver and bowels and
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
on rural credits which is to take
the stomach, and that a teaspoon-fu- l
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy up the w rk of putting together a bill
desired.
given today saves a sick child tocan really be termed a wonderful rem- to
conform to the administration's morrow.
edy and the benefits that it gives in idea of some
plan for making money
Afk your druggist for a BOcent bot
1, any of the most chronic
cases of
easier for the farmer.
tle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
Stomach Troubles has spread lis fame borrowing
which has full directions for babies,
trom one end of the country to the
The case of Private Clarence L. children of all ages and for grown-up- s
ether. No matter where you live
on each bottle. Beware of
yon will find people who have suffer- George, formerly of the signal corps p!":rly
ed with Stomach, Liver and Intestinal of the army who is serving a years counterfeits sold here. See that it is
ComAilments, etc., and have been restor sentence in the Leavenworth peniten- made by "California Fig Syrup
ed to health and are loud in their Itiary for writing a letter to Secretary pany." Refuse any other kind with
l ralse of this remedy. There is not i (Tumulty complaining of his treatment contempt.
day but what one hears of the wonder' in the army, has been reopened. The Who of current issue. Mr. Lewis
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- gives
fill results obtained from this rem- - president's secretary says the letter
li's
as 1S66, which would
IENT as to touch the button and
edy and the benefits are entirely got by him as a matter of routine and irakebirthday
him 47. And now it
that
i.atural, as It acts oil the source and he has called on the war department the senator from Illinoisappears
is yearly
your stove is ready to cook your
loundation of these ailments, remov- for all the facts In regard to tne case.
growing younger, for in the Congres-f'ona- l
Iron
ing the poisonous catarrh and bile If the facts are as set forth in this
ready to use, your toasted
just published, Mr.
accretions, taking out the inflamma- correspondence, Mr. Tumulty prom- Lewis Dictionary
statesof
he
"is
46
that
years
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacution from the intestinal tract and as- ises to bring the matter to the at- a
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
tention of President Wilson with a ge."
sists in rendering the same
Sufferers are urged to try one view to the Immediate liberation of
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatdose which alone should relieve your the prisoner.
VARIED PROGRAM
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
suffering and convince you that
BY PROF. TELLO
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
Among the outgoing senators is
si ould restore you to good health. Put Works of California. He will be suc
day and night' Estimates and full inforProfessor I, L, Tello, the Brazilian
it to a test today the results will be ceeded in all
mation cbeeerfully given.
probability by Francis J.
will give his second recital
a revelation to you and you will reHeney, the prosecutor of the San violinist,
tomorat
the
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral
over
joice
your quick recovery and Francisco graft cases.
once again know the joys of living.
Works has been a very peculiar row night. Musicians and music
Send for booklet on Stomach Ailments senator. He is an example of how lovers who have heard Tello playing a
tr. Geo. H. Mayr, Mfg. Chemist, 1BC
often a man who Is perfectly honest Wieniawski concerto, a Chopin valse
Whiting St., Chicago; or better still, and thoroughly opinioned can get or a Polish dance declare that he is a
old wonder.
obtain a bottle from your druggist. wrong. His method of determining
Tello studied under the most faFor sale in Santa Fe, by Butts' public questions has seemed to be
Drug Store, West Side of Plaza.
that of the traditional pig on the way mous of violinists Joachim. He has
to market. His progress was just as played the violin since he was six
old. Now he gives Santa Fe the
uncertain.
Although elected as a years
THE LAND SALE
benefit of his genius and hard work.
Progressive he early broke with the
The recital will begin at 8 p. m.
A GREAT SUCCESS,
Progressive group and became a law
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
As an example of his Tickets at the door or at the drug
unto
himself.
BRIEF RECEPTION
Miss Marion Bishop, a gifted
stores.
few
a
ago
h'
days
wrongheadedness,
stood on the floor of the senate and pianiste, will again accompany Tello
Deming, N. M., Dec. 10. Robert P. fought on the side of the Spring Val on the piano.
A varied program has been arrangErvlen, state land commissioner of ley Water company, which is opposHacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
New Mexico, held a state land sale of
ing the San Francisco Hetch Hetchy ed by the virtuoso. It is as follows:
school sections at the Deming court
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
I.
iRode
Concert N'fl. 7
plan, ending by denouncing Giftord
house Monday which takes the record Pinchot as a
David
who forgetting ill. Scherzo and Andante
lobbyist,
of any sale thus far held in this state. to mention the fact that former
Wieniawski
Repre- III. Legende
104 DON OASPER ST.
The large court room was jammed to sentative Theodore Bell, of California,
Telephone 9 W
Polish Dance
Scharfenka
tire very doors with people
to
iger
and a number of mercenaries were in IV. Valse Brillante. ..No. 2 Chopin
buy the splendid acreage offered by the city doing a regular professional
Duran
Chaconne .
the state. The sale was conlneled
V. Scene-BallBerlot
lobby stunt for the water company.
personally by Captain Frederick Muelh.ayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
Is Successfully Taken in Cases
of Stomach, Liver and Intestinal Ailments.

JERSEY CREAM
Butter 35c lb.

DOES YOUR STOMACH
WORKS
TROUBLE YOU?

WEDNESDAY,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAI DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

if

Day or Nif lit Phone,
Next Door to Postofflce.

130 Main.

uy For

ash I

Grain
Hay,
let
a trial

Flour

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Give us

us show you. Guaranteed
and
and
Clean
Wholesome.
Pure,

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr. ,

. .

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 2SO.

I

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

10,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

LIND CUTS OUT
THE CIGARS AS HE
FEARS DRUGGING
Vera Cruz, Dec. 10. John Liud,
President Wilson's personal envoy to
Mexico, is so careful of his own safety that he does not leave the consulate even for exercise. He takes short
walks in its patio. He has even given
up cigars because they easily may be
drugged and for the first time in his
life has taken up to smoking a pipe.
Everywhere precaution has been
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
by Lind and the United States
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out laken
Consul Canada to guard against being
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to taken unawares.
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove Out in the harbor, in full sight from
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best the windows of the consulate and only
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are 300 yards distant lie the American
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative iwarshrips,
the Rhode Island, the Ta- ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im- coma and the Chester.
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
Sentinels on the warships' decks
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action, watch the windows of the consulate
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
waiting for a signal by flag or by
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
flashlight at night, which Canada has
arranged shall mean "rush to our aid."
j

j

THEY MONKEYED
WITH THE STOVE
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 1) Monkeys caused a fire daywhhh seriously damaged a large concrete shelter
house at Riverside Park causing a loss
of probably $20,000 and the cremation
of the fine monkey collection at the
park.
Julius Kitzinc,' custodian of the

BALL ROOM BOWLING ALLEl AND

porary monkey quarters, ignited and
caused a raptd spread of the fire. The
interior structure was burning over
the entire 100 by SO feet erea by the
time the Fire Department could reach
it he park.

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

Coffee

park was burned in fighting the fire,
and Huerta, four weeks old, the only
baby monkey born in Indiana, to escape the dangers of infant inonkey-doni- ,
was burned to death.
to
Burned when they attempted
imitate their caretaker In the manipulation of the burner of an oil heater,
after they had broken from their cage,
the nine monkeys knocked the Btove
over in resentment.
Tar paper and pine, used in the teni- -

Host

oof-Te-

s e n d o ft

as a hopeful
t o t h e day's

work.
In

aroma-tigh-

granulated

t

cans, cleanly
moneyback.

g'-

the cigarette on the
fingerv so that the index
lwr
fingers move up and the thumbs
move down. With the thumbs,
gently but firmly force the edge
of the paper over the tobacco, and

td that the purpose for calling it was

r

'

$3000 Is Enough.
The committee found that the sum
of $:10uo would be quite sufficient to
put the club's portion of the building
imin tip top shape, giving many
provements much desired by the clubmen and also installing a heating
plant. The lot on the east side of the
postofflce will belong to the club,
should the present plans be accepted.
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to consider the report of the commit-- j
tee composed of H. H. Dorman, Jesse

Nusbauin and James Seligman.
The report put the kibosh on the
story telegraphed recently to Albucorreindustrious
some
by
queniue
spondent to the effect that $13,0mi
would be expended on the adobe to fix
it up and that the Santa Fe cluh
would spend a large portion of this

lie
is the only picture In exist
of Ralph Lopez, the desperate
ence
buildchase
a
of
the
adobe
large part
There will be three entrances to tho
now that the city council Iiuh de- Mexican sharp shooter and
club. One on Palace avenue, near the ing,
bail man" who killed six men with
cided to take the northeast corner.
tenuis court; one on Cathedral place,
seven hnllets and then escaped into
125
are
There
members
af
the
club,
Francisco
on
San
one
at the east, and
mine.
the great
All of them
resident and
street, at the south.
As soon as it was discovered that
niviit-r
a,,,
nil
lu
ant
iiitj
mi;
Resides this luxury of a triple en
Lopez, who was once a fancy "shot"
nigni. anu neip oeciue me proo-letrance, there will be a palio for tho nay of
DutTalo Hill's show, was somewith
on
ideal, permanent
getting
clubmen. It is fill by firs feet. It is home
where in the big mi no on a mountain
is
the
said
club.
It
are
for
there
planned to have a fountain in it. In several other
projects for considerasummer the patio will doubtless make tion
and these will be discussed.
a great hit with clubmen and their
friends.
How Paid For,
BRAUE GIRL FROM
As already staled in the New Mex
PENN. STATE IS A
lean, the large adobe building and
to
REAL HEROINE!
sold
be
for
will
$12,000
grounds
up as follows:
City council, $:!000.
Johnstown, Pa., Dec. 10. Coins to
Chamber of Commerce, $2000.
the uid of a man who had been trapSanta Fe club, $7000.
ped in a cave by a large pack of tim
Of the $12,0nrt but $:!."00 has to be ber wolves. Miss Marie Louis Walker,
would
pay of Latrobe. who is visiting a relative,
paid down. Hence the club
down seven twelfths of $05(10 which Dr. J. W. LuLaney, of Laramie, VVyo.,
Added to this stood off the attack of tile wolves
will be about $2000.
sum will be $:!000 for repairs and im- and drove them away, wilh nothing
provements, making a total of $5000 but her steady nerve and a Winchest
to be put up by the club.
er between her and a horrible death,
"Xot a dollar will be asked for as a according to a story received here.
gift," said President Seligman. "The
Miss Walker, who was spending her
plan is to give the clubmen, who wish Thanksgiving vacation at the ranch,
bond was
to invest, a second mortgage
attracted by the howling of the
bearing Bix per cent. It is thought wolves while hunting. She dismountthat sums of one hundred to a thou- ed from her horse when she neared
sand will be offered for the bonds and the cave around which the wolves
in this way a good investment can be had
gathered, and the equine took
made and the clubmen have a permafright and galloped away. The pack
nent home."
was not driven away for some time
Up to the Members.
but when it left, the horse fell a victim
beThe entire project will come up
to their bloodlust.
The man In the
cave was found to be T. Adolph Van
Camp, of Chicago. He was one of a
party of hunters encamped at. the
ranch. He had become lost In the
darkness while tracking deer the night
before, and had take refuge from the
wolves In the cave.
The hunter had been nearly frozen
from exposure during the night, and
was assisted by Miss Walker to n
nearby deserted miner's cabin. The
plucky Latrobe girt then tramped
three miles through the snow to the
nearest ranch and summoned medical
laid.
It was feared at first that Van Camp top near Ilingham, Utah, the posse
would have to have both feet ampu- gathered by seven sheriffs battened
the 15 known entrances to the mine
tated, on account of freezing.
Miss Walker has the pells of Ave and began pumping Into it poisonous
of the wolves that she killed which gases to kill the desperado who made
were not devoured by the other six women widows and 15 children
fatherless in a very few minutes.
wolves.
The mine has just been opened and
will soon be searched to see if it beTHE GIRLS WEAR A
came a tomb for this dare devil fuPEDOMETER NOW gitive or if he escaped once again.
Lopez shot his first, man because a
him too much
Dalllmore. Aid., Dec. 10 Debutantes woman bad shown
favor; the other five he killed as they
in this town have a new craze-tanghim after he had fired his
pedometers worn at the garters. It pursued
is no longer fashionable to ask a "bud" first shot.
Two hundred miners were idle
how
long she danced. The proper
were doing
while the dentil fumes
did
times
is
you
"How
many
question
r
m
ma m
their
work,
rdance?"
One fair damsel proudly asserts that
she went 11 miles at the Dansant held EDNA'S NOSE NETS
at a fashionable country club.
HER A NIFTY SUM
Score cards aud prize contests are
expected to be the next development
here in the tango craze.
St, Louis, Dec. 10. A presentable
nose on a girl's face is worth $1,750 a
A. H. SMITH IS PRESIDENT
jury decided here in the suit of Miss
OF NEW YORK CENTRAL. Edna Schoenlaub. 20, against a surgeon. Dr. James Taylor 1'lnBtaff. The
New York, Dec. 10. A. II. Smith evidence showed that Miss Schoen-latib'- s
diwas today elected president and
nose was somewhat caved In
rector of the New York Central and when the surgeon began working on
the Lake Shore and Michigan South- It and that now it. Ib worse, so the
ern railroads, to succeed W. 0. Brown
question of the value of a really pretty
recently resigned. Mr. Smith was feminine nose gave Way io that of a
formerly senior vice president of the presentable one.
line.
Mr. Smith has been connected with
the New York Central system since
1890, wen he was a division superintendent on the Lake Shore.
,

Arthur Seligman, president of the
club, presided at the meeting and stat- -

While the Supply Lasts
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club.

II. Then place your two thumbs
next to each other in the middle
of the paper in this position.

III. t And roll

LOPEZ,"

OF WESTERN OUTLAWS!

I. In fingers of left hand, hold
cigarette paper curved, so as to
receive the tobacco. Pour right
quantity of Bull Durham out
of muslin sack with right hand,
strewing tobacco evenly in paper.

-

"DEAD-SHO- T

This lot is 02 by 200 feet, and will be fore tin- clubmen at 8 o'clock Friday
niglit and it will be lor them to dc- suitable for a line tennis court.
clde whether or not they wish to pur- Three Entrances.

At a special meeting of the board of
governors of the Santa Fe club, attended by all the governors except
Colonel B. M. Cutting, who is in the
east, and Attornye A. U. Renehan, w ho
is in Albuquerque, the report of the
special committee on a permanent
club house was received and plans
considered. The report recommends
the purchase of the long adobe building opposite the Cathedral as ideal for
a club house.
Various improvements
are also suggested so that the clubmen will have a large ball room, a
bowling alley, shower baths and a
tennis court, besides the various reading and billiard rooms suitable to a

The Right
Way to Roll
a Cigarette

ft

HERE'S ONLY PICTURE OF

SHOWER BATHS IN 'NEW 6LUB HOUSE

sum!

A liquified smile: a fragrant cup of Schilling's

PAGE THREE

IV. Shane the cigarette by roll
ing it with the thumbs, as you
draw them apart.

jM

III

French Cigarette Papers v
Tobacco"

V. Hold the cigarette in your
right hand, and
-

To Every Purchaser of a 5c Sack of "Bull". Durham

LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW are the finest cigarette papers in the world.
They are made in France, used in every corner of the globe and sold in 5c
"BULL" DURHAM Tobacco rolled in LA CROIX
books everywhere.
WHEAT STRAW papers makes fresh, fragrant, hand made cigarettes that
afford lasting enjoyment to millions of experienced smokers. The object of this
free offer is to induce more smokers to roll their own cigarettes from ripe, mellow

VI. Moisten the projecting edge
of the paper.

--

.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It.

Ads.

New Mexican Want Ads.
rlng results. Try it.

always

always

LAND SPECULATORS MAKE SETTLERS SLAVES
ON UNCLE

SAM'S

"The Settlers Have Been Victimized,"
Says F. H. Newell, U. S. Reclamararmers ring n niu
tion txperc
to Meet Payments."
Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 10. On a
mission of aid to the 20,000 families
ot farmers on lauds under the various
federal irrigation projects, Director F.
II. Newell, of the I'. S. reclamation
service, who recently attended the annual convention of operation and
maintenance men of the service here,
is touring the government projects of.
the west.
Director Newell's trip, which began
hand-mad- e
last August, has taken him through
Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon
and California. He Btill has to visit
is sold in a year to make approximately
the Yuma project in California and
ready-mad- e
as many as
cigacigarettes
the Roosevelt dam in Salt River val
still growing.
combined and
ley, Arizona, then he will return east.
rettes in this
' The chief
difficulty of the settlers
roll
cigarettes they
majority of smokers
on land under the government irrigaproves
tion is that they have been victimized
from
their
themselves,
land speculators," said Newell.
by
buy.
to any ready-mad- e
they
"The original homesteaders, finding
that they could make a bigger profit
" BULL"
rich, fresh fragrance and smooth, mellow, satisfying flavor o f
on their investment by selling than
this
hand-mad- e
free
of
revelation.
Take
a
DURHAM
advantage
cigarettes are
farming sold out to speculators who
unloaded on settlers at highly inflatoffer learn to roll your own, and enjoy the most satisfying luxury in the world.
ed values. The farmers now find it
hard to meet their payments.
Look for free offer sign on a dealer s win"To help them, the government has
dow today and avoid disappointment, as
the settlers to defer paypermitted
of
free
dealers have only a limited supply
ment for their water rights.
bocks of LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW
"Under the Salt river project this
nannrs and cannot obtain more. Get a 5c
amounts to $50 an acre payable in 10
sack of "BULL" DURHAM and ask the dealer for the free book
annual installments. This charge on
the 200,000 acres to which water Is
of LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW cigarette paper.
is to recoup the government
supplied
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
to the extent of $10,000,000, the cost
of the project.
"In addition to deferring payments
fl
the government Is teaching the farmers to make the highest possible use.
This is special offer and we want Wlery dealer In Santa Fe to be
supplied with these La Croix Wheat Straw of the land, and thus effect a quick esAll
not
who
dealers
have
secured
a
Paper..
yet
Cigarette
supply can do so by applying at "Bull" Durham Head- - cape from financial obligation.
quarters at tne Montezuma Hotel.
"This Is the purpose of the annual

GENUINE

VII. With fingers close ends of
cigarette by twisting the paper,
and you have a cigarette properly made, properly shaped and
ready to smoke.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

RECLAMATION

PROJECTS

sr

SMOKING TOBACCO

VII. ThisisNOTthewavtomaka

a cigarette. The thumbs nnt
the index fingers should be used.

I

M

Enough for 40
Enough "BULL" DURHAM
12 BILLION
country
that the
to

If
II

S

.fr&jj

LmL.

The

l?,;.Miaiir
Special Notice to Dealers
N

ill

own liking,
cigarette

"" "

cigarettes in each Sc sack)
all brands of
the sales are

prefer the

This

for

"BULL" DURHAM Tobacco,

can

j

Director F. H. Newell, of the U. S.
Reclamation Service, who has studied
irrigation In the West for 25 years.
conference. Water economy, better
crops, improved methods of delivery,
drainage, rural credits and the improvement of soil conditions are some
of the topics taken up.
"The department intends to ask congress for $100,000,0(10 to further develop the irrigation projects it has
mapped out at the present time.
These include the Pitt and Sacramento river projects In California and
the Colorado river project at Parker.
"The total crop of the Salt River
valley project brought about $8,000,-00nearly what the total project cost.
If this is true of one government system, why cannot It be applied to all
government projectsT"

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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VIVISECTION WILL HAVE
TO GIVE AN ACCOUNTING.
Washington, D. (.'., Dec. 10. "The
world is going to demand an accounting from vivisection," declared Dr. Al- bert Lefflngwell, of Philadelphia, at

today's session of the

FAMOUS BALTIMORE TRIO OF

'94,

THAT EVER PLAYED
Outfield

The Greatest

THE GREATEST OUTFIELD
BASEBALL

Game

the

Has 'Known; At Bat, "We V "Willie"
Keeler; Above the Bat, Joe Kelley,
and,.Below, Wnlter Brodie.

Kel-ley'- s

lAKtt fAKtNl)

High With Less
Uneasiness Than Comes From Fast
Riding in an Automobile It was a
Kind of Cushiony Sensation," said
Parents of Aviator Glenn Martin.

We Went 1500

Feet

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

.Jul,

1

-

Nor-wav- .

j

j
;

j

j

"LE TANGO eRRGENTIN" SEEN.
IN ITS GLORY M THE ELKS

Superb
Chocolates

;

'

tdlu&f

five-ste-

s

in IS97 was the batting of

BUD ANDERSON

the

De-

IS

WINNER OVER BARRIEAU.

U11

Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 10 "Bud"
Auderson. of Medford, Ore., knocked
out Frank Barrieau, of Vancouver, B.
"!.. in the tenth round of a scheduled
contest nt Vernon arena
twenty-roun'
last night.
lilows to the kidneys accomplished
the defeat of Barrieau. In the latter
bepart of the ninth round Anderson vicgan to see the beginning of his
tory. Throughout the other rounds
he had persistently beaten Barrieau
in the back. Barrieau Beemed on the
point of collapse just before the gong
ended the ninth.
In the beginning of the tenth An
derson again played on the kidneys
and in a few minutes had his man on
the floor. The referee counted ten
and when the last word had been uttered Barrieau staggered to his feet
and showed his willingness to continue.
Although Anderson was the aggressor throughout he took considerable punishment and in one or two
rounds Barrieau seemed on the vergu
of victory.
It was planned that the winner of
last night's battle should meet Leach
Cross here New Year's day.

AIR JAUNT.

E

I

tion congress.
"If the vivisectionists can secure for
New York, Dec. 10. Kight teams, the charity hospital," he added, "that
having indulged in a spirited sprint absolute power and secrecy which has it the
balancing power a vitalizing power. It acts on
DR.
PIERCE'S CREAT
just before dawn, were still in the been gained in animal experimenta
FAMILY
DOCTOR
BOOK,
lead in the six day bicycle race at tion, then within the lifetime of men the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, thus
blood and giving strength to the nerves,
the
purifying
Th
Common
of
People's
the
end
now
eight o'clock this morning,
living, human demands will take
Sense Medical Adviser
hour. They have cov- their place as material for Investiga.
the
newly revised
work. Dr. Pierce -s Golden Medical Ditcpvery has been
edition of 1008
ered 1,149 miles 6 laps, as compared tion of human ailments."
A ,Qoa4-- ,
,
answers hosts
CU1.V1.C01U1 i ui a gcijci auuu ea a ...:.,
P'les,
iumiv tutu vvuy uuiiucr.
with the record of. 1,150 miles 0 laps
delicate questions
Human vivisection is a fact and is So!d by medicine dealers in liquid or tablet form'
which
woman,
every
at noon the end of the sixtieth hour, ret widespread as to be called ' "gen- - trial box
single ormarried,ought
of "Tablets" mailed on receipt of 50 one.
the eight, leaders had covered 1,225 rral" declared Frank
f k.,",.w: Son FREE
of
.
cent
Stephens,
stamps.
in doth binding to
miles 3 laps and were five miles, one I
address on receiptany
of
hiladelphia. He said there was no
31
If
stamps, to
lap ahead of the previous record.
in
health
Dr.
V.
Pierce's
failing
of
write
R.
that
any
longer
question
charge.
cover
cost
of
wrapping
The eight leading teams were still
and mailing only.
Affer attacking
what he called faculty at Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, New York.
bunched at 3 p. m., the 63rd hour, with
i
Mr.
Steph-barbarities,"
1285 miles and 2 laps. This is 16 miles
us charged that Dr. Carl Von Ruck,
ahead of the previous record.
f Asheville, N. C, had acknowledged province of Kiang-Sn- ,
according to a ELIHU ROOT GETS
NOBLE PEACE PRIZE
Mviiig used 339 children, 262 of them dispatch received today by the Cen-LEVINSKY WHIPS JIM
the Baptish orphanage at Thorn- tral News from Shanghai.
V Christiana.
Den. M. Tim
BOUT.
SMITH IN
ssville, N". C, furnished "by courtesy"
Thirty thousand troops have been Nohle peace prize for 191 2 was
the house physician there, to ex- rf
:
from the Peking govern-- ferred today on Senator Elihu Roof,
New York, Deo. 10. In a fast tenrlment upon. The obituary of Von ment against the city of Nanking and .of New York, and that for 1913 on
round bout here last night, Battling look's
Mr.
said
experiments,
to be Senator Henri la Fontaine of Brussels,
Stephens,
Hsun has been
Levinsky outpointed Jim Flynn, of i' is o will be "obituary of any children Chang in the directionreported
of Shanghai. Belgium, who was formerly president
retiring
Pueblo, to which he conceded twenty ur.on whom he and his assistants
the permanent international peace
Great unrest, the message adds, pre-o- f
pounds in weight. The first and tenth
bureau of Berne, Switzerland.
vails in the southern provinces.
rounds were even. The fourth went
The Hague, Dec. 10. Senator Elihu
to Flynn but in the others Levinsky
CHINESE REPUBLIC
'
NEIGHBORLY ADVICE
Root was today selected as a member
proved himself the master of his
FACES MORE TROUBLE.
of the court of arbitration, to which
oponent.
Only once did Flynn appear
London, Dec. 10. Chang Hsun, com- Freely Given by a Santa Fe Citizen. are to be submitted the claims of
In the fourth
to have an advantage.
the
mander
Chinese
of
government
British, French and Spanish subjects
(round a blow to the right ear sent!
When one has suffered tortures in regard to property secured by the
Levinsky to his knees. Two other troops at Nanking, who in September
to
was
to
the
compelled
times Levinsky fell, apparently trip-- J last,
apologize
fiom a bad back and found relief from Portuguese government after proclaping over his own feet. Flynn weigh Japanese consul at Nanking, has pro- the aches and pains, that person's ad- mation of a republic.
of the vice is of untold value to friends and
led in at 187 pounds; Levinsky, 167. 'claimed the independence
neighbors. The following neighborly
''
dvice comes from a Santa Fe resi
dent.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, New Mex., says:
"One of my relatives was in a very
All other chocolates seem
Icritican condition with dropsy and
j
j
"he Tango Argentln," the paradise and Mr. McCutcheon and his partner kidney trouble. She was attended by
after you once
of PariB and the purgatory of Berlin fairly thrilled the audience with their taking them. Four boxes cured her. 1 just ordinary
two or three doctors and they said she
court circles; the dance with its 175 graceful twirls,
They are just
In the tango one saw the
couldn't be cured. Furthermore, they try
to 200 steps which has come down
seven-stea
of
a
not
number
more
perfew
than
live
with
the
and
said
she
would
a
from Egyptian
as pure and wholesorne as they
days
changes to amaze, thrill or puzzli' sonal steps of Mr. McCutcheon. The month or so. Doan's Kidney Pills were
delicious. We secured the
not
are
was
i twentieth
vine
brought to her notice and she began
century mortals, was seen very popular grape
was ex- Lave used Doan's Kidney Pills for
lin its glory at the Elks theater laf-- t shown, but the criss-crosfor the Huyler line
hibited and there was a fascinating backache that clung to me for quite agency
night.
the- awhile. One box rid me of the trouble.
in
the
experts
"dip."
Military
"loud
sense
a
no
in
dance;"
there is nothing finer,
It was
the Since then, when a cold has settled on knowing
the demonstration was entirely for the ater labelled it "back fire" because
was that of a rifleman about to n:y kidneys and caused a slight attack and because we know too that
eyes, for although one could see a su- motion
bend down on his right knee to strike of backache, Doan's Kidney Pills
perb orchestra playing, not a note
will
unconsciously
and have never failed to bring me around people
reached the ear to.,tjckle the brain or at the target. The gentleman
s
and
walk
a
I
in good shape.
have given public!
of our stock
value
the
tug at the heart's strings. It was all Uidy
judge
done by movies, with Mr. McCutcheon Ihen the gentleman "dips" his right statement before, telling how good
and
Doan's Pills are and I am pleased to by the individual lines we
knee, the lady her left, slowly
and Miss Sawyer moving.
recommend them again."
gracefully.
The Elks theater was jammed with
We will be glad to
It was noticed that the tango steps
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 carry.
admirers of the dance modern. People were taken a little faster than usual,
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
have you judge this confecsat in the front seats and peeped upbut this may have been due to the New York, sole agents for the United
wards; people stood at the door and
speed of the movies when the pictures States.
tionery as soon as convenient.
glued their fascinated eyes on the
were made. One must remember that
Remember the name Doan's and
In packages from ioc. up.
the tango is danced slowly except take no other.
It was a remarkable exhibition. One when certain steps are interwoven
saw the three great topics of the with the French
hour: the hesitation waltz, the tango
The turkey trop was a clever dance,
and the turkey trot. And through all but. was not the one usually seen In
the steps, and glides, and leaps, and the ball room. In fact Mr. McCutch
dips and criss cross, curious, catchy eon and Miss Sawyer, wonderfuj, danc-- 1
steps, there was not a shoulder move- ers that they are, would have many a
ment nor a swaying of the hips. The collision in a crowded ball room if
exhibition showed the dance modern they attempted the steps they take
TO BE GIVEN IT THE SCOTTISH RITE CATHEDRAL
"as Bhe is danced" by one who knows with ease before the camera. This
The hesitation waltzes demonstrate was seen in the closing picture where
Thursday Evening, Dec. 11.
was in full swing with
cd were from Vienna and had a decid a
1
ed lazy Boston dip to them, being scores of couples on the floor,
BY I. L.
The pictures will be repeated to- slightly different from the hesitation
BISHOP.
MARION
J.
Assisted
by
waltzes danced in many cities of this night owing to the Interest snown in
country. It was a fascinating waltz them. The dance begins at 8 o'clock.
P. Rode
7
9
No.
J.
'

troit three bettered.
Clarke, Beaumont and Sebring of
Pittsburgh were a wonderful outfield,
bard hitting, fast fielding, although
Sebring's inconsistency caused him to
fall below the other two.
It was perfect balance that made
the Oriole's trio the marvels of the
game, They could hit like fiends;
each man had a grand throwing arm;
they were perfect judges of fly balls,
and each one possessed in a remarkable degree that sixth sense, baseball
These were the things that
on brains.
"ot made Keeler, Kelley and Brodie the
id greatest outfield that ever played the
game called "baseball."

com-rare- d

FIRST

I'rotec--

riealtn

In your race for success don't loose sight of the fact that only
through good health can you attain success.
The tension you must necessarily place upon
nerves, and the
sacrifice of proper exercise you have to make your
at times most be
balanced in some way.

one-ce-

llilf
t$Sf

25-MIL-

International

Animal

i

(Special Correspondence),
Santa Ana, Cal., Dec. 10. "Oh, we
had a delightful ride,'' said Mrs. Martin enthusiastically.
"Immense," added Mr. Martin.
"Weren't you afraid?"
"Not a bit."
Thus the parents of Glenn Martin,
famous aviator and aeroplane manufacturer, told of their recent
ride from Santa Ana to Long Beach
in their son's new four passenger biplane.
"The whole town came out to see
us start," continued Mrs. Martin.
"Yes," beamed Mr. Martin, "it was
e

e

three-step-

Foster-Milbur-

n

one-ste-

I

J

"TELLO" CONCERT

one-ste- p

Concert

"THERE'LL; BE FEWER
CLOSED-MOUT-

H

' POISON

TONGUES

'

3.

IF

2.
3.
4.

HABIT IS CULTIVATED,"
PICTURE

I

i
i

PBOQBAM
(Three Movements)

Adagio
3. Rondo
Andante & Scherzo Op. 16
Kcn,l
Op 17
Polish Dance No. 3
Valse brillante No. 2 Op. 34...

I

'1.

5.

SAYS

Op.

Moderate

i

TELLO

VIOLIN RECITAL

PLAYER.

I

In

Chiioonue
Pi.'ino Solo: Miss Marlon
Scene Ballet Op. 100

mmmmmmmmmm

J. Bishop.

David
.
Wienawskl
X. Scharwenka
F. Chopin
F. Duran
CH.

i

New York, Dec. 10. John K. Tener.
governor of Pennsylvania, came to
New York today formally to accep
the presidency of the National league
of professional baseball clubs, to which
he was unanimously elected yester
day, succeeding Thomas .1. Lynch.
Mr. Tener reached the hotel shortly
after 12 o'clock. The club owners
greeted him in a corridor and suchho-a
crowd of enthusiasts gathered that
tel attendants had to disperse the
throng. The governor was then taken upstairs to be installed.
President Ebbitts of the Brooklyn
club, renewed his $25,000 offer to Garry Herrmann of Cincinnati, ior jut
Tinker. To clinch the trade, lie agreed
to make a $3,000 deposit.

He was always tin.,
'bird sense
Tho nlintnerath-ihawa
ers from all' the papers were there andikering with machines when he
eot uo! little. Even when he wore dresses STANLEY YOAKUM
ivh on
nh..r
noaeh it BPPmort that half the ho could drive a nail as good as most
DEFEATS HUGO KELLY
He always liked things
town came to see us land. I never carpenters.
Denver, Dec. 10. Hugo Kelly of Si.
did
love
he
the
would
way
fly
that
Louis, met defeat at the hands of
have bad such a good time.
kites on my kitchen floor.
make
to
of
most
15O0
feet
Stanley Yoakum of Denver, here last
were
"We
high
boxing con"When older he spent hours watch' night in their fifteen-rounti Una and there wasn't a bit of feel
birds fly studied how they rose. test. Kelly apparently was tired near
ing of altitude. There wasn't any
thought then the close slthough he displayed cleverJng and no uneasiness such as comes 'lit and sailed: Nobody
but ness In the early rounds. Yoakum apthat humans would ever fly; shoul-Wrfrom fast riding in an automobile
peared in his usual form. The .lecision
like a Glenn rigged up wings for his
lust a
Iders and learned to tack and sail be- was well received.
soaring''
used them skating.
"A kind of cushiony sensation,- add-- fore the wind. He
VANDERBILT CUP RACE IS
"What maKes our son a eieai
t hi. ioM nrlf.
self control. Most
TO BE HELD IN THE WEST
"I have been up before with Glenn,' tor? Nerve and
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 10. It was
loss of self concontinued vTtfrs. Martin. "At nrst i accidents come from
from defective me- announced here today that the Vander-bil- t
wondered whether or not I would be trol rather than know
that Glenn will
soon as I chanism. But we
Cup Race, the annual automobile
Miss Mignon Anderson.
as
But
seasick.
or
dizzy
run in the east,
be-- never lose his nerve or self control." event heretofore
was
I
the
biplane
how
saw
steady
habit
"Cultivate
sea
on
of
Santa
the
the
1914
in
decided
would
be
keeping your mouth closed when in repose.' t
famous
aviator,
Glenn Martin,
hnnt- and enJoy Myself.
inn
"The mouth habitually closed is not so likely to open and speak at
Monica road race course, skirting the
hi parents in hit new
with
like
ted
out
laid
ee
country
the
We could
was the wrong time."
The contest
biplane, at the finish of a r Pacific ocean.
V
a map.
Sage advice to come from the m lnd of a woman?
is Mr. Martin, scheduled for February 21, and the day
ecent
Upper
Glenn
flight.
"Mr. Martin always thought
Perhaps, but it is the opinion of Mignon Anderson, who plays star
her son to take up fly following, It was stated, "the grand
who
encouraged
m
jne
roles in picture plays.
ought to follow .his footsteps
run.
be
would
iprix"
.
...
haw
Ing.
auto business, but Glenn must.
-
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TENER ACCEPTS PLACE
AS BIG LEAGUE PRESIDENT
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1913.

Success depends largely upon
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,

high-clas- s
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fifty-sixt- h

There have been so many splendid
outfields in the national game that to
and nomipick one trio of
nate them the "greatest ever" is sure
to start an argument.
It may be difficult for present day
fans to visualize a trio better than
Speaker. Hooper and Lewis, the Red
Sox wonders of 1912; or Oldring,
Walsh and Murphy, the Macklan fielders this year.
But fans, recalling stars of other
days, will voice the opinion that there
were outfielders in the past able to
throw dust in the eyes of the greatest
of today.
In 1S79 or 1SS0 Providence boasted
an outfield composed of Jim O'Rourke,
l'aul Hlnes and Tom York. They hit
collectively about. .340, but were not
fielders.
In the Baseball Magazine, 3. C. Koy-fehas named five outfielders as the
beBt in the game and he has selected
The five as he
with discrimination.
ranks them were the trios of Baltimore in 1S94, of Brooklyn in 1000, of
Boston in 1S97, of the Red box in
1912 and Detroit in 1909.
Just as the Macklan Infield has
been praised this year, have Speaker, Lewis and Hooper been lauded to
the skies, but are they the equal of
Keeler, Kelley and Brodie of the
Orioles or Keeler, Fielder Jones and
Sheckard of Brooklyn?
Keeler was the cleverest man In
baseball. In 1894, with Baltimore, he
batted .3(!7 and in 1900 he batted .366
for Brooklyn. This brings the superiority of either of these outfielders
down to four men, Brodie and Kelley,
Jones and Sheckard, for Keeler was
equally good with both teams.
Barring Keeler, Walter Brodie was
of Sam Crawthe most uncanny judge of a fly ball Cobb and the slugging
reliable batas
a
failure
ownDavy's
ford,
that ever spoiled a base hit. He
ter prevented the trio from becoming
ed a fine arm and batted .369,
to Sheckard's .305, but Sheck immortal.
No two men, not if they were both
offset the difference by working pitchCobbs, can overcome the weakness of
ers for bases on balls frequently.
the ideal
Joe Kelley was a terrific hitter, bat- a mediocre player because
be a smooth working mamust
outfield
extra
for
often
to
and
.400
ting close
man capable of do
bases. Opposed to him, Fileder Jones chine, with every
are capable of, to
the
others
what
the
in
ing
men
was one of the craftiest
balance.
the
maintain
game and, while nowhere near
The Detroit outfield of 1887 was a
equal as a batter, he narrowed
but not
the margin by his cunning. But first marvel of batting strength,
strong otherwise. Bam inompsuu,
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SIX DAY RACERS
AHEAD OF 1912 RECORD.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

to rim of that

n

wor!cvoncfer, the Grand Gairyon
of Arizoira,
-

California offer.s those who love the sea a
winter of delight. Superb resort hotels provide luxurious entertainment. On your way
Grand Canyon of
there see the mile-dee-p
'

Arizona.
The California Limited Is an
Pullman train, exclusively for
s
Buna daily betravel.
tween Chicago, Kansas City, Los
Angeles. San Diego, 0kt:.d and
San Francisco, with Pullman for
Fred Harvey dininGrand Canyon.
g-car
meals are served.
Four other Santa Fe trains to
California. Three run daily; these
cany standard Pullmans, touriKt
sleepers and chair cars; all classes

'.
of tickets honored. The Santa Fe
between Chicago, Kansas
City and Los Angeles, runs once
" extra fast,
In winter
a, week
'
extra fine, extra fare.'
The only railroad under one manto California;
agement through
ball way.

II. S. LUTZ.
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DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,
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FOR RENT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

1913.
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II I t RUN STARTS ON
URGE FEDERAL
ARTS AND CRAFTS!
INVESTIGATION
CITV NATIONAL
ii n nn
ARTISTIC XMAS GIFTS
.vtuiuu
OF OMAHA, NEB.
OF TWO STRIKES

IM

I I

el.

-

7-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
-

prop.;

(c.

'

'.'

Dec.

Omaha, Xeb.,

6-

i

AOOLF

1

-i

FIVE

I I

House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights
.- ,
. i
,,c, pel nivnirh
iwu.
wpvio ruiir.
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Avenue.
Price, per month
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
-
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(.,

I I I I I I

PACE

'

1

;; INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

10

Notwith-

AVabliington,

D.

Jlec.

(,'.,

jLI

Hammered Brass Electric Reading
nana wruuyni oiivci rcn- dants, Desk Sets in Hammered Brass
and Copper, Letter Racks, Paper Cutters. Rocker Blotters, Hammered Calendars, Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Holders, Etched Match Holders, Hammered
Copper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
Belt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins, Candle
Sticks. Special orders made on Short
notice.

Con . .uamps,

SELIGMAN

MEN'S AND BOYS'

GOODS

CO.

SPECIALS

THIS WEEK'S

statements from gressional Inquiry into the Colorado
standingPresident Flack, of the City National and Michigan mine strikes was urged
Bank, and from the Omaha clearing today before the house rules committhis morning, a tee, by Representative
house, published
Keating of
large crowd of depositors stood in half Colorado, and McDonald of .Michigan.
a dozen lines before the bank long beRepresentative Keating said that
fore- the hour for opening1'erfect the strike in the Colorado coal fields
had become so involved with political
..
order prevailed.
When at It) o'clock the doors were and industrial problems that, the state
thrown open, the amiounceniont was found it impossible to settle them.!
made that thirty and Sixty days' no- - j'J'he only hope for industrial peace, in
litis opinion, was congressional investi-- i
I2S Palace Avenue.
tipe would be requested from savings
depositors. Checks on the commer- giUion.
He said the coal companies were opcial department of the bank were paid
as fast as a number of tellers could erating in violation of the Sherman TEA AND SALE BV
law and repeated other charges he
handle them.
LOS TRABAJ ADORES
The City National was formerly the has made ou the floor of the house.
asserted
City Savings Bank and the savings de- Representative McDonald
partment has over 11,000 depositors.! that conditions in the copper districts
On Saturday afternoon between the'
It was explained that the difficulty of of .Michigan were acute and that Pres- hours of 3 and
at the residence of;
of
Federaa
ident
the
it
crowd
Western
made
such
Moyer
large
handling
Mrs. Henry Woodruff, on Lincoln nve-- .
of thp tion of Miners, had urged hint to ap- mie, a tea and sale under ill" auspices
advlfaMo to take advnntnp-as wen as i.ie ()f , os
bank's privilege of requesting notice. peai to iTChiuem
Tra!,ajadores will be given, and
Last night the Omaha clearing house labor leaders.
irefrtlimentn will be served during
to
statement
effect
issued a
the
that
the afternoon. There will also be an
the City National was solvent nnd that
Exchange Table, and also the Fancy
TELL
STRIKERS
while it was believed the bank would
Work Table, where many handsome
be able to come through the present
OF THEIR PART (N
and useful holiday gifts will be found
run without aid, the other members
to suit Hie fancy of all. and although
MURDER
RECENT
of the clearing house stood ready to
l.os Trubiijadores does not pretend to
extend help, if needed.
be a branch of the "lied Stocking" at
Walseiiburg, Colo., Dec. 10. Stories the same time there will be plenty of
DECREASE IN UNFILLED
ol the part they took in the La Veta Red Stockings lilled to overflowing,
STEEL TONNAGE. murders, in which three mine guards and ready for distribution to those
New York, Dec. 10. The unfilled and a chauffeur were ambuscaded and
patrons desiring same.
tonnage of the United States Steel killed on Nov. 8 by a party of strikers were related to the military comCorporation on Nov. 30, totalled
tons, a decrease of 117.420 tons mission today by John DeJohn and ATLANTIC CITY
from October.
Daniel Richards who have been prisGRAFTER GOES
oners since the killing and who conTO PENITENTIARY
fessed shortly after their arrest.
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SUITS AND OVERCOATS
All Wool

Blue Serge for Men,

210 SAN FRANCISCO

$1

1

.95 worth $18.

OUR WINDOWS.

WATCH

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

j
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PHONE
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Santa Fe. New Mexico
1 9 San Francisco St.,
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INSURE

WITH HAYWARD

AND REST CONTENT,

"i

INSURANCE
that

-

BEAR IN MIND

JOSEPH

j

ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!

PERSONALS

.1
1........
ummtfl

1,

lit!

.

...
ui

I.

MANAGER,

City Bank Building, Santa Fe.

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE" HAYWARD

N

M

HAS IT.
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the last, and tried to break away from
10.
Louis
Dec.
Trenton, N. J
with Kuelinle, for years the powerful po
the party but was threatened
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
death by his companions, if lie tried ij,jt.al leader of Atlantic City, entered
December.
to desert. He said he iired two shots; the prison today to "serve a sentence
8
9
December
p. m.) but aimed high. Hichurds talked free-- !
(at
Tuesday,
and Wednesday December 10, dance jly of ,,ja ,,.., In th(, kI,llg, am,
2 mIltnH !1RO,
H(, waV
sai(morP ,,,
and pictures at Elks. Tango, turkey. )le fi,.t.(i (.v(.rai BnotH at tl)p
i
nf hrtu fin.Mieinllv interns!-!- !
trot, hesitation waltz.
bile party. Three more arrests wereie(i
a ars contract awarded by the!
Thursday, Dec. 111. L. Tello's
by the military authorities this Atlantic t'ity board of water comniis- iin recital at. Scottish Rite Cathedral morning, but their names are with- jsioners, of which he was a member
(.8 P- m.)
held.
when the contract was let.
11. Masquerade
Dec.
Thursday
Eugene MeGraw, Andrew Pack and
ball at Armory for Firemen's benefit, Andrew Pickers, union leaders
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
from S to 9:m Dancing
yesterday, will be held indefinitely
lows.
j under military arrest.
Senate.
Monday Dec. 15 to Wed. Dec. 17
Met at 10 a. m.
Last Days of Pompeii (moving pic-- CTCAMCD CAPP
i. urrency uenate resumeu.
tures) at Elks theater.
lJUtlons for a constitutional pruhiSAYS REPORT OF
Saturday, Dec. 20 Musical comedy,
"The Prince of Tonight," at Elks.
C CAI Cp!''"ion umemlineiit liled by Senator
ClttP
Id T MLO Sheppard.
Tuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude Al-- j
nouse.
ibright, mezzo soprano, and her com- nwu.
ue
AJal-- i
pany will give concert at Scottisn;
urunswick, (la., Dec.
Rite" Cathedral,
r, m.
'lorv line steamer Rio Grande arrived! Chairman Clayton and judiciary coinThe mitteemen went. u coiner wuu rresi-Wednesday, Dec 31. N'ew Veal's Ihis morning from New York.
Eve Dance at De Vargas hotel, t be- captain declared there was no trouble llellt wilson " ,nl8t h'KisIation.
ion the trip down, that there was no
Representative norland urged the
gins 9:30 p. ra.)
lore ,mr .tin limit, nn tho vBp1 ti nn B'd roads to consider slate rights in
January.
any federal aid plan that might be
of any unusual happening at sea.
Friday, January 2, (at night)
adopted.
Will Investigate.
Concert by the Glee Club of the UniWashington, D. C, Pee. 10. Susversity of New Mexico at Scottish Rite
OF CUDAHY
Cathedral.
picion that fake wireless messages SECRETARY
COMPANY DIES TODAY J.
may have been sent by some amateur
Assistant if. S. Attorney B. C. Wade, reporting a disaster oB the steitnier
F. Her
Rio Crande has led the Bureau of Xa-- !
Chicago, Dec. 10. Alfred
Jr., has gone to Las Cruces.
-'Miss May Bergere and her sister, jvigation of the department of
secretary of Hie Cudaliy Pack-MrThe jing company, died at his home here
Aldo Leopold, will return from jtnerce to start an investigation.
Is fine or imprisonment
in time to spend New Years
orlday, aged )IG years,
Yniir little fi'irl or hoy lias a itulimil yifl for inupic. Aw you
the Bergere home on Grant avenue. both. The messages were received at!
ii
illi)
spall
They will be accompanied by Mr. and New York and Norfolk Sunday nlgl.t
3,
she luims or nine's ut piny, kIio is merely expressing Ihis
When
Are
.
of
the
Rio
aboard
Aldo
Miss
telling
Leopold,
jAlrs. Leopold,
Grardej..
rT .
v
and saying lit" passengers had been
and bis child.
natural il'l liev ialent. All diildivn have this gift for music.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell, well known taken off the vessel and later re-Sometimes jinreiils develop if. Often they sftirve it.
New Mexican
Want Ads always
lawyer and historian, is at the De turned.
OI'teiHT si ill, they xjxiil it epoil it with ti pnur pium) a
it
results.
Try
bring
Vargas.
i" Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Morningstar. of
enoiif;li to practice on."
piano
UNWRITTEN LAW
Los Angeles, are sightseers at the De
Imtex of n. cheap pinno spoil the ear. The delicate
The
iinlnie
WAS DEFENSE IN
Vargas.
hrain cells which Teirisler sound, pick up the hahit of untrue sound
L. 9. Prcscplt. K. Andrews, C. R.
ROSWELL CASE i
You know how a singer
iiiilfiirn.
Haste nnd Carl Dyson, of the United
ti huhit. which they cannot
T.
States Survey, are in the city on busiwith n "poor cur" sings oil' the key mid nrvvr know it.
ness.
Koswell, N. M., Dec. 10. Frank Ale,
They are registered at the De
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
Yet. from n flood piano I lie fur will just as readily pick up trim
Knight was found guilty of manVargas.
sound hnhits hiihits which mean n'Jiiu'iiirnt. and Irish,
Emmet Wirt, the Dulce, Rio Arri- slaughter and his wife, held as acces-- '
THROAT
EYE, EAR NOSE
ba county merchant, is in the city
sory in the crime of killing Claude
Develop your chilli's milnrul gift, (iive her a chance for it
Sweazea, acquitted, this morning by
Inir- musical I'dnciilion on u good piano.
It will mean happiness
c Guy
Capital City Bank Building.
Harrington, who has been in the jury which for a week has been
in after life
popularity
perhaps a rarrer.
charge of a survey party near Coyote, hearing evidence in the case. Mc- to the
Rio Arriba county, arrived in the city Knight was recommended
OFFICE HOURS ) J IS' J
Z.
last evening.
clemency of the court, but Judge Mc- Learnard-Lindeman- n
Clure has not yet announced sentence.
C. J. Emerson, engineer In the
SANTA FE, N. MEX
shootreout
of
The
the
case,
growing
office,
survey
hydrographic
I s
What better
he place to huy it lime honored instrument.
turned last night from a vacation in ing of Sweazea on the plains early in
October this year, attracted one of the
Wisconsin.
Chris! mas gift ti your hoy or girl than one of our rich toned henu-- ;
Howell Earnest, traveling auditor, largest crowds in local court circles,
tiful pianos. Wi have a plan hy which you can h fiord to give your
and L. B. Wootters, assistant, went to over sixty witnesses being put on the
on
stand.
The
defense
centered
the
child
iitst, such n gift this Christmas to give him nr her n good
to
last
be
gone
evening
Albuquerque
KAUNE
GQ.
unwritten law, involving alleged atfor several days.
educiil ion. now instead ot waiting until you liavc saved up
musical
tacks on Mrs. McKnight by Sweazea.
Xo mutter where yon live u small payment down will put
for
it.
Where Quality Governs the Price
DROVE OUT
ti new piano in your home.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
and Price the Quality
This unprecedented itorm has start
Montezuma Hotel.
ed
active, operations with "OLD
J. JT. Archuleta, Jr., Douglas, Ariz.
If you are figurCHRIS CRANGLE."
H. H. Rogers, Monte Vista, Colo.
ing on heading him off and taking ad
O. G. StigalJ, San Pedro.
J,KAIXAT?I)-L1NDEMAXvantage of some of the REAL ES
COMPANY,
F. X. Robinson, Lamy Ranch.
TATE snaps of "Townsend's" you had
E.
T.
Elida.
we
New
Beal,
told
Mexico.
better get busy. Last week
Allniquenjue,
V
J. I Beal, Elida.
you of some small house deals that
E.
B.
Elida.
could be had. This week we are going
Logan,
Send rue full information nhout your easy buying pinno
J. A. Swagerty, Elida. ...
to tell you of a ''bigger" house or two.
plan.
V.
F.
Schmitt Detroit.
We have a list of them that would
Days
F. Billinger, Cleveland.
surely strike you if you want a home
Name
exof good cheer--o- f
U R. Lighton, Denver,
and only have a few hundred dollars
H. O. Crawford, Amarillo. ,
to invest.
Yes,
good living.
Addr,modE. W. Dewel, Alamosa.
MARCY STREET New
here you'll now find
G. Jaramlllo, El Rito.
ern, cellar, garden, some fruit,
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
good
sidewalks, chicken houses. $1500
Emmit Wirt, Dulce.
will handle.
G. Atkinson, CUtcago.
ROAD
CANON
well, V2
prices,
J. S. Spencer, Loveland, Colo.
acres, orchard, alfalfa, new roof,
De Vargas Hotel.
barn and chicken sheds. $2,000.
Come
F. H. Bach, St. Louis.
terms.
H. J. Mendenhall, Lamy.
of course
CERRILLOS ROAD
modern,
7 acres land, all fenced, corals and
Mrs. S. R. Grahm, Chicago.
chicken houses. $4,000, half cash,
Mis. S. J, Tetit, Chicago.
pntiiDrpoirc
unrinuLiiiMi.0,
W. Pratt, Jr., Des Moines.
AGUA FRIA
modern, fruit,
FRESH OYSTERS,
R. E. Twitchell, Las Veggs.
well, garden, sheds, barns, lawn,
,NEW MEXIOaN PKDJTING CO. .
H. XV. Morningstar arid wife. Los
chicken houses. $2,600, terms.
VL
.Local Agents lor
J
GROWN
HOME
FANCY
CELERY,
PLACE Coziest place In Angeles.
BOWERS
C.
C.
St.
Louis.
town,
modern,
large
Covington.
HEAD LETTUCE,
CALIFORNIA
M. Hbsen and wife. Chama.
grounds, hardwood' floors, mission
IT.
L.
room,
S.
Prescott.
S. Survey.
cellar,
dining
SWEET POTATOES,
"Elastic" Bookcase
E. Andrews, TT. S. Survey.
$2,400. Only $500 down.
READ STREET 9 rooms, 3 rooms deG. R. Haste, IT. S. Survey.
GRAPEFRUIT,
Desk combinad.
and
)
Carl Dyson, IT. S. Survey.
tached, - extra lots, sidewalks,
ORANGES,
GRAPES,'
IT.
chicken houses, barns, etc. A real
Desk
Unit with few et
A
T. D. Getzendanner.
S. Survey
BffijJM
",..
will
i many Book Units u desired, ?&B-Mg- ir
$1,500
J. E. Tulliton, Denver.
bargain at $4,000.
TABLE RAISINS.
E. ,T. Sullivan, Denver.
awing this.
M
desk uid bookuM rver nude
Efflfflf 855P'ofi
M
LINCOLN AVENUE
E. Moore, Omaha.
modern,
R
Roomy convenicoattnc- large grounds, lawn, close In. A. F. Royce. Denver.
Worth $8,000, but $5,000 is all askGeorge Lisen, Albuquerque.
H. S. KAUNE & GO.
ed. Will make terms.
C. C. Lower, Taos.
HOUSES
Furnished and unfurnished,
.
1
O. S. Mudge. Taos.
at about itas well as living rooms to rent.
J. Da we, Denver.
.
Price
Where
W. A. Snyder, Denver. .
. "TOWNSEND,"
In- - Snfr
Tne Rea Estate Man.
H. D. Moulton, City. .
;
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HAYWARD,

and 9, Capital

Rooms 8

j

Christmas Presents!
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NOW, and not AFTER the disaster.

j

THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR

i

cannot burn
Unless you own property
or blow away, see

j

aiilomo-iw.nvietei-

e

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

-

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIU WM. ILFELD.

j

arrest-Conce-

fol-le-

W. H. WICKHAM

i

j

!

win

-

i

aHENRY KRICKe- s-

j

in.--r-

'

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

I

a-

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure

Distilled

Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.

water.

-

rs-s-

DISTRIBUTOR OF

TELEPHONE 35 J

t

Tint

Santa Fe, New

Mex.

I Your

THE STAR BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

atji-enalt-

- PROPRIETOR.

Leo-tpol-

GENERAL LIVERY

j

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PROMPT

Gift To Her Or Him

Re-

For quick results,
little "vrAl

X

t

'

j

"g-oo-

StRVICE.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.

F.TANNUS,M.D.

J ITS

RtNNIN

J SLOW- - TfHE
(GROW

Tis.

NV

DAY-- O
SHORTER. S

'X

AH

y$tty
f

-

The

Af---n

Ihat times chanc e:
and men change: WTH
TrVEM-5TY-.-

CHANCJC

ES

r

v
--

TME-

BUT

PEAL.

RfOu

WHO WILL NOT CHANGE HIS MIND HAS NONE. THE
MEN WHO SAID TELEPHONES, ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM ENGINES,
WIRELESS MESSAGES AND FLYING MACHINES WERE IMPOSSIBLE
HAD TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS. WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN TRUE
LAST YEAR, ISN'T TRUE THIS YEAR.
NEW THINGS ARE ALWAYS
COMING OUT. WE GET EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE AS SOON AS IT
COMES OUT. ONE THING WE STILL CLING TO; IT DOESN'T NEED
CHANGING
THAT IS THE SQUARE
DEAL. WE WILL GIVE YOU
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.
--

HONE

14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

PHONE

are

Thanksgiving
days

tra

and

right

extra
things to eat,
extra
in
variety at real
thankful
first

IIMHHHIUHII

Turkeys

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

Day

Heaoparlers

.

MAN

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

'SANTA"

TfiaiiKsgmtig

SQUARE PEALfNC
NEVER CHANGES. WE
ARE HiTRE WTH THE
5AME, 7LP SQUARE.
THE

14

.

A
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UNITED

STATES

BANK & TRUST GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
JMIIII
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Someone else puts your money there if you don't, because your
earnings are deposited sooner or later. Start a Bank Account with us
and DO YOUR OWN BANKING.
With a successful experience of over forty years, complete equipment and a most convenient location, all combined with a genuine desire to further the best Interests of each customer, we are In a position
to extend to residents of Santa Fe and vicinity practical service in all
branches of banking.
In addition to accounts subject to check, we issue Time Certificate

or

Booklet Free on Request

OUT WHOSE

EDITORIAL ROOMS 3

WHAT THEY ARE SAYING.

or
The papers of the state are becoming awakened to the condition
in New Mexico and are beginning to recognize the causes.
is
The Claudrrrfter lias this to say and the position is the same that
taken by other journals coming from ull sections:
"Under the heading "A Poor Defense," the Santa Fe New Mexican has
an editorial comment on a stiuib which appeared in The Cloudcrofter, relaof
tive to the "mess" stirred up in an adjoining county over the condition
the books of the county officials. We hardly thought the leading paper of
of a little country
the great state of New Mexico wouid take the guess-worbut we obweekly so seriously. We endorse all that the New Mexican says,
is was
ject to the heading. Instead of our editorial being a "Poor Defense,"
no defense at all.
"No one with any conscience would attempt to defend the rottenness
Machine politicians have the state
of political conditions" in New Mexico.
A complete over- and made fast to the fence of
roped
.
flenloi'ftble Con- io
this
tlio
for
1,
nnlv
.
rprnpHv
l.n.'t.1..,..
w.....
uauiing oi uur Htic iiwoiuic
dition. The legislature heretofore seems to have been made up largely of proThere are some
operators.
and expert
fessional
good men in the bunch, but they have no show."
This is the constantly growing opinion of the press and the people as they
action or the
study more and more the results that have come to us fromin the state since
this
of the legislature which has twice assembled
We took upon ourselves the honors and the burdens of statehood.
We all hoped so much from the first legislature, thinking that in view of
what was ahead In the way of possible progress and growth. New Mexico
would increase in population and in influence and that into the magnificent
Htate would come a new and active population who would give an impetus
that would make her one of the leading states of the Union.
Instead of this we have advertised ourselves as a state with a tax situation that is inexplicably bad. and a financial condition that is a disgrace.
We only ask who is to Wame? Who had the power to give us a tax law
that was adequate? Where else than on the legislature can the responsibility
rest? What are you, the people, going to do about it when the question of the
selection of members of the legislature next comes before you for consideration?
Are you going to repeat the error?k

cork-scre-

Friend icomina in door) Hullo,
what's the dispute about?
The Other We just had a little dispute as to whether we should invite
you to dinner!

AS

THE

K-

bearing interest at

the criminal affairs, examined numerous witnesses, found indictments and
"no bills," but actually audited all the
looks, which it had taken the auditor
and his assistants many months to
audit! It is simply marvelous the
amount of work a San Miguel county
grand jury can do. Just as a matter
of expediency and economy for the
taxpayers, why not put that grand
jury on annual salary and have it do
the work of the auditor's office? At
the rate of eleven days for each counformed.
ty, It would only take that grand jury
Just Because.
2SC days to audit the books of all the
Arrighl, the Parlor grocer, has just counties
of the state, and there'd be
handed out to his customers a pretty
vacacalendar put up in most artistic form time enough for several days'
tion during the year! Belen News.
and fit to go on the home wail.
Since the reports of the finding of
I often think that those things
to
which go with us all the year are the the traveling auditor have begun
ones that are most pleasing and that be published we have been watching
we enjoy them the most.
I know, the utterances of the Las Vegas Optic
when there has been given me for with unusual interest and we find what
In it regarding the findChristmas, the subscription to a maga- we expected
zine that I am fond of there was noth ing of the man who has been checking up San Miguel county and findSomeing that delighted me more.
should
thing that comes to you every little ing what everybody knew he
while or that is constantly before your find before he started.
The Optic has so long been the
eyes is the thing that appeals to you
and when you look at it you always known and recognized organ of offthink of the person who has given it, icial graft and crookedness in San
just instinctively. That one is brought Miguel county that it is a pleasant
to mind many times a year.
sound for us of Mora county who have
I guess that is the reason why so been dominated too long by the same
often the grocer or the tradesman methods and practically the same
sends out as a little reminder the gang to hear it "beller" when the
things that are not laid away as soon "branding iron" is applied to it and
as they come Into possession, but go the powers which control its utteron the wall and are brought into the ances.
line of vision almost every day. It is
Its frantic charge that the governor
a good advertisement of course, but at is
using the findings of the auditor for
is
a pleasant .little
the same time, it
political purposes is not echoed by the
reminder of the person who has raliable dailies of the state and most
thought of you and you are no less ot them are conservative but emlikely to go to that place to do a little phatic in their statements regarding
shopping from time to time, because the necessity for investigating county
the calendar or whatever the thing is officials
and the resultant findings. It
that has been sent you, is before you is but natural that the Optic should
now and then.
attribute everything Its gang does not
There Is not much satisfaction in
originate and manage to "political
having a gift which you know was giv- trickery." How could it measure anyen you In a spirit that is not repre
one save by its own standards?
sented by the Spugs. It is just given
We Bhall continue to watch the
because the giver feels bound in some
editorial utterances with in
Optic's
is
when
case
and
the
that
among!
way
of
women I have often noticed the "guest iterest. as it is ithe31 surest means
i., U,tt
"
t ' f e"5 est
towel" as a most frequent and easy
mdt-ththeir owu rav nS
way out. It goes into the drawer of j8""1
Sulltof
have
We
theIr
cation
farell
comes
once
out
a
linen closet and
or political aim
year, maybe, and maybe not at all. I entered into a period
would not be afraid to wager that moral reform and we hope and expect
nine tenths of the women of Santa Fe ere it stops, it will reach an extreme
are possessed of "guest towels" suff- to match the extreme to which vice,
icient to last the rest of their lives and crookedness and graft have carried us
Roy Spanish
I would not be afraid to wager that during the past years.
they all get more this coming Christ- American.
Some more house cleaning we are
mas. They are not nearly as nice as
the things you can see and use.
hearing about from the office of the
traveling auditor at Santa Fe. This
time its an even break with the Democrats and the Republicans.
Eddy

BYSTANDER

SEES IT.

The Changing View.
It is pleasant to read now and then
of the change in the sentiment in the
country which is surely making itself
felt that is in the line of more thought
of others and the idea that there is
something in the old world beside
drudgery and toil and ceaseless effort
that others may have the enjoyment
of life. A condition in San Francisco
came o me the other day through the
news notes which spoke loudly of
this change.
In the big banking district of that
city, for years the night watchmen
had gone quietly and steadily about
o
their labors, never having a night
with their families but doing their
THE RATIO OF CRIMES.
work in keenine the wolf away. The
The person who, in a fit of passion, takes a human life does, of course,
Imother evening a banker going out of
a very wrong act. Society exacts a drastic penalty, ranging from long
the banking house saw the watchman
prisonment to death.
of standing at his post and saluting.
But if we were to apportion the penalty to correspond with the total
feeling maybe, the athuman suffering caused by the crime, there are many offenses which far The banker,
mosphere of the holiday season said:
exceed murder in iniquity.
"When do you have your night off .'
For example, Tolman, the "king of loan sharks," has, by his cunning
The answer was: "I never get a
of improvident
thousands
to
and
anguish
intense
caused
greed,
or unfortunate borrowers in many localities. If his victims could be assembled night off."
no
'Is it true that you have never had
and the sum of their suffering made clear, humanity would be shocked as
since you have been working
a
respite
it.
shocked
ever
has
single murder
Yet the penalty for Tolman's type of criminal activity is only a brief term for me?"
'D. I'm not kicking, sir. I am
in prison; and it took the machinery of justice years of struggle to assess
to be working steady."
thankful
even that,
"H'm," said the banker and he went
The misery which follows many a wage cut amounts to more than attends
Inon his way.
the average murder; and frequently the one is as wanton as the other.
As a result of that little inquiry of
deed, wholesale discharge by managers of corporations of men whose only
been and the banker the answer to which gave
offending has been exercise of their lawful right to organize has
It means, in many In- him a new view of things, is that the
yet is a common incident of American industry.
of the city of San Francisco
stances, the breaking up of homes, the infliction upon women and children bankers
and all the
of intense privation and the deniora'ization of society, to say nothing of its have banded together
night watchmen are to have one night
essential brutality.
famBut only in spots is it unlawful; and never, so far as we know, has il each week to spend with their
A IZ MjtxJCOtJ coullties of the state- - aud San Miguel
O1
ilies.
to
of
the
in
jail.
the
guilty
resulted
sending
county, m raet tne Banner nepuuiieuu
It is often the fact that those who
Young Frank Sayre, Jessie Wilson's husband, is right when he says
county of the state, are shown to be
THE AUDITOR'S REPORT.
in very bad way and if some extravfrom observations as District Attorney Whitman's aide, that parasitic crimes are having the way comparatively
The Las Vegas Optic talks about agant dissipation of public funds has
committed in cold blood seem far worse than murder.
easy do not think of thoBe who are
"The man who betrays a girl and exploits her beauty, the man who prac- doing the steady grind of life and do- the outrage committed upon the off- not been indulged in both of these
tices wholesale petty Bwindles on the poor is," he adds, "guilty of a vile! ing it without a murmer, and when at- icials of Sail Miguel county, but so cases, it will be pretty hard to contention is called to it there is a re tar has offered no explanation of the vince a .lot of the tax payers of the
crime; and in time will be punished with greater severity."
But even this man is not so cruel as is the privileged despot in command sponse and relief comes and hap- employment of school teachers who state of the fact. Governor McDonald
Roswell has again shown that he has no
cannot read and write.
of a great industrial trust, who undertakes, by reason of his power, to crush tiriess enters.
From every
out the spirit of manhood among those who do his work; lest, ceasing to be
indication, Auditor friends to reward as he has no
That Is one of the good things about
ChriBtmas. It makes us think of the Howel lEarnest is not especially pop enemies to unjustly punish, through
dependent, they should force him to be just.
Verily, we need a revision of our penalties.
others, and we see things which were ular in San Miguel county. Ditto fel-in the office of the traveling auditor.
0
Some of the best supporters the govnot thought of and our nearts are Eddy. Funny, ain't It? How is a
low going to earn his money on his ernor has in the state will be impliopened.
BEGINNING TO SEE.
job and please everybody? San Miguel cated in the Eddy county disclosures,
The Beet Court.
One of the main causes of illness and. oftentimes death, is the canned
On tlio mnvle screen the other night is especially militant, though it does and however much the governor may
fremore
more
and
is
growing
j
goods product. That ptomaine poisoning
is going the story was told of a boy and his ex not charge Mr. Howell with much regret the existence of the fact which
r
quent cannot be gainsaid and that the congress of the United States
the traveling auditor's examination
with the juvenile court ana worse than being a liar, a
perience
to take the matter up, is encouraging.
members nn nna onuid lnnlc nt it and not be im and a few other things. The respec covering many years back has so
Naturally, the ones to show an interest in it are those who are
ol pressed with the value of that splen tive divisions should have held their clearly disclosed, he has shown himof the Progressive party, and the bill introduced by Congressman Lafferty.
fees and at the proper time deposited self absolutely
Insensible to the
the canned goods going did American institution.
Oregon, should bring results. The bill provides that
No one could see It without think them, as Chaves did, and then there whisperings in his ears to "go easy"
from one state into another shall have the date of canning marked on the
of Judge Lindsay who was the would have been no trouble. Roswell cn the Democrats and the Democratic
can and the label shall also have the contents stated and the proportions ing
It is evident that the
counties.
father of the court ana wno sei uie News.
of each ingredient therein given.
The report of the traveling auditor irregularities and misappropriation of
nape nil d taneht the lesson of the
be
shall
medicines
and
that
bill
drugs
also
the
of
provides
contents
The
and the regeneration of on the condition of affairs in Eddy funds in Eddy county are not nearly
indicated in the same manner and that none shall go from state to state that management
and the girls, wno nave and San Miguel counties made a great so gross as they are In San Miguel,
the
boys
do not comply with these provisions.
from the associations In commotion in both counties, and the citadel of stand-pa- t
Republicanism
That we are reaching a new condition is quite evident and isthat the health which they have been thrown or the there was much indignation expressed yet they are sufficiently gross to call
consideration
plainly
more
being
are
having
and the rights of the people
reofficers
have
at
the
the
which
which
the report of Mr.
for the expose
among
county
environment with
they
seeu. For this condition the Progressive party Is responsible and the citizens been surrounded. It seems strange ports, it being claimed that the coun- - j Krnest
the
governor's office
through
is
due.
credit
of the country will give the credit where
these courts have be- ty affairs were in good shape and the offers, and for the legal process which
after
now,
that
of
as
considered
not
were
Up to the last few months these things was not even
come a national institution, and after auditor entirely wrong. Much space jis certain to follow. San Miguel coun-ha- s
thought of.
importance, and legislation upon them
been devoted to the report in the ty owes over $300,000 In back taxes;
citizenof
the
Lindsay showed the way, that he
health
than
the
There was so much more to be considered
k
should be attacked by an element in county papers, and they seem to the funds of the county the report
life.
its
even
or
of
America,
ship
that they have proved the au- ering twelve years shows, have been
of the the very city where he first establishThe success of a party was of more importance, and the nurture
ed the juvenile court ami that his ditor to be a vill'nn. The Optic of recklessly dissipated by the court
interests was thought vital.
honor and his Integrity should be im- Ijis Vegas announced that it would house crowd which has run the counWe have grown to see that there are other things to be thought of and the
take up the report in detail, and ex- ty for the past quarter of a century,
in the things that pugned.
people are realizing how .long they hare been neglected
It is often the way, however, In this plain where the auditor was wrong in and without a thorough official examto
their
good.
pertain
world, that the man who has done so every particular. It did go over much ination by the state authorities during
"
a much In certain ways should be after- of it, but got tired and quit before It this period.
An address was delivered by Bryan the other night entitled "What
from ward maligned and his motives ques- explained how It happened there were
Governor McDonald Is right. Crime
Politician Needs Most." If we were to make a guess, offhand, judging are
tioned, and efforts made to destroy all school teachers who had to sign their and graft is no more to be tolerated
but
there
was
it
would
money,
we
few
say
of
the
months,
last
the events
cross.
warrants
a
the good he has accomplished. They
Many an,ong Democrats than Republicans,
by making
times, too, when he wants otes.
will not destroy the little Denver; people who read the Optic anxiously and it is not destroying the prestago
will
done
he
has
waited for that explanation, and were o the Democratic party to expose it
and the work
Governor Teuer who has to do with both base ball and politics, .iys they judge,in the
of the char- - disappointed when it was not forth- - Ratler it l8
live
are
development
different,!
which
in
i
some
they
doubtless
things
are
.
building It up and
are not alike There
actors of the bovs and gins ne nas
j
ming. Lordsburg Liberal.
confidence on the part of the
fording
but they are both recognized as being associated wiin sieais.
Now comes the San Miguel county De0Die who ware ied to aunnort the
(saved. The picture the other night
0
Some raise. Ia It showed the way the courts are hand- grand Jury and says that Auditor present administration
because a
The cost of food has increased 66 in fourteen years.
Would the food cost continue led and how the children are given a Earnest's report on the officers of clean up and a check up was faithfully
because we raise less that the rise is greater?
chance instead of being sent at once that county was all wrong, there be- promised.
to raise more?
Clovis
Who'se next?
to rise If we rose to the emergency and attempted
to the jail or what passes for a jail In- ing nothing more than minor errors Journal.
0
where
in
a
is
It
And
as
of
asmuch
books!
they
the
the
T.
place
a
of
W
any
C.
the
grand
member
elected
Hobson, as we understand It, has been
when are confined and supervised as the
jury ought to know, for did It not
U
Will he'show his appreciation of the honor by kissing the members
rf a nrison. How many are the spend eleven days looking into viola- . Bubscribe for the Santa
roll?
the
he signs
stories of the youngsters who have tions of the law in the Kingdom of Mexican, the paper that boosts at'
In America, we been given a chance, and wno nave San M'auel? During these eleven days the time and works tor the spbnTld-tawhile
Pankhurst
Emmeline
got
that
With that $20,000
ot our saw Stat.
the grand jury not only investigated
urn't ee why she aeed go hungry.

per annum.
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WE INVITE YOUR PATRONAGE.
THE

be judge of the juvenile court was the
best of anything in that judicial line
of work as the chance to do real good
was greater there than anywhere else
and the sight of a boy or a girl afterward making a true man and woman
must give to the judge of the child's
court a world of satisfaction. There
is good in everyone and all that is
necessary is to touch the right chord.
It is not so difficult with the little
folks before the character is really
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

$245,000.00.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA

FE, NEW
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
Electric light, Steam Heat,

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

private baths.

central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpletor.

Large Sample Rooms.

INSURANCE

Majestic Cafe
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THE SANITARY
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Open Day and Night.
Special Dinner Parties.
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Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is

Best Equipped, Most Modern.

SANTA FE,

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

REGULAR MEALS.

the cheapest, and

NEW MEXICO.

ALWAYS SEE

I

FRANK M. JONES,

La Salle Hotel

Office United States Bank Buifdinr
(FIRST FLOOK)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, goed protection
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1
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CHARLEY CAKN,

Prop'r

European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms (n Connec- tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
RATES: 75c

and

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

$1.00 PER DAY.

and SUPPER
241 San Francisco Street.
Hear S. W. Corner Plaza,
MUSIC for DINNER
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WhDoJhe
Critics Say ?
You like to know before you
go and see the play. The paper
whets your appetite.
The advertising in a live news-'papFE
SANTA
like THE
NEW MEXICAN: acts as a similar Index to what the stores
have for you.
It tells what is being sold and
It hints at the new
where.
styles, the new colors, the new
shades it pictures things to be
seen.
Advertising, of course, sometimes talks with the voice of
unrestrained enthusiasm.
But It is always interesting
always up to date and each day
It becomes a more and more
important factor in your life.
People read advertising these
days Just as they read the news,
because it keeps them informed.
Its appeal is intensified according to Its attractiveness
and advertisers vie with each
other in keeping their messages
right up to the minute.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the arrival et
the north bound train and arrives et
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
way. Good covered hacite and eoee
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men o take in
the eurroundlng tewna. Wire EmhUbi
tatlen.

MATES
INSURANCE
Life, lAccident1

Fire,

Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc

REAL

ESTATE

City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc!

Surety Bonds
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All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room
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SERVICE

AMBULANCE

A new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at ReaUp-to-d-

sonable Prices.

C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.

Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.

Good Teams, Rigs

and

Drivers at all times
live and let live prices.

Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
SATISFACTION

Phoie Livery,

GUARANTEES

: : :

Espanola.

M.

at
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western edge of Oregon. Clem- skies
fair, cool weather are general,
precipitation is lacking and temperalures, as a rule, are moderate. It is
cold, however, in central Wyoming,
where readings below zero are report-I.A1IY
desires furnished heated
oil. Conditions
favorable for i room, also use or kitchen. B. D., New
inuatioi. of fair, pleasant weather .Mexican.
in this section tonight and Thursday,
,
.MAN'
WANT El
Elegantly furnished
room, heat, light and bath. Close to
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$12.
Capitol.
If you liail flit time nm.l
10 room house oppo
FOR RENT
sufficient
of 'site Elks opera house. Bath electric
knowledge,
lights and range. O C. Watson & Co.
coffee iiiul tin
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as to what candidates
'speculating
would have i he best chance In a
pleljieite for Hip presidential
nominations of the various parlies. It
is not yet known whether President
Wilson expects to In' a candidate fur
hut if he docs lie doubt- a good start
on any
will
have
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PRESIDENTIAL ;l011B

misfortune befall his admintsiraPeople are wondering
whether Secretary of State IJryan will
ATTITUDE.
SON'S
enter the race, either against the
president, or as his legatee; also wheVice President
Washington, D. C, Dec. 10. Politi- - ther Speaker Clark,
Oscar w
eianB at the capitol continue to liud a;Marshall, Representative
propjureon
fruitful theme for discussion in the ;Vnilerwood and others who w ere
t
of President Wilson jdidates at Baltimore, will also
and
er
or six room
ro;isti)ir
FOR RENT Three
grinding
nrpKiripiiUnl nriniarv law he
Ap-furnished or unfurnished.
It 's assumed by almost everybody
vou miiflit roast 'house,
serf hv
faeililies,
ply D. S. Lowitzki, 22fi San Francisco.
will he a can-- ,
Roosevelt
that
Colonel
first
their
shock:
from
Recovering
your own coffee every
of surprise at the suddenness of such idldale. whether or not the primary syfl-- j
SIX PER ( EXT loans on farms, or-- t
a proposal from the white house they item has been ordained by congress by!
lie fore breakfast.
hurd lands, city, resident or business
morning
Mull,
if
and
And
the
Republican
now
archives
are
delving into the
otpproperty, to buy, build, improve,
Still we should say: if you
parties have been merged by
the courts with a view to ascertain-(Moosor refund mortgages or other h,
cinch
a
to
have
is
he
time
that
likely
ing whether or not a presidential priA'ililu-M- i
terms reasonable.; special
Best.
like
jcurities;
don't
should
Schilling's
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
DOORS

WINDOWS,

.
NOTICE.
will be a meeting of the corporation, Montezuma Lodge No. 1, Inc.,
ion Thursday evening, December
11,
1913, 7 p. m., at the lodge rooms, for

cigar made, Corto Plazo, at Zook's,
The Rexall Store.
LOST A bar pin with three red
coral heads. $5.00 reward for return to
Mm. R. P. Ervien.
G. Lupe Herrera started
today to
place several new stairways and floors
hi uie luruuuuu noiei unu wneu
improvements are completed it will
tend to make this hostelry modern
and attractive in every respect.
WHEN COMING TO OUR STOR
WE ADVISE YOU
TO SEE OUR
SPECIAL IN SHIRTINGS; VALUES
NOW 15c PER
up JO
MQ
AT THE 8IG STORE.
YARD.
N.
SALMON.
Owing to the numerous requests for
informal dancing, the management of

OFFICIAL.

There

WEDNESDAY,

5'.'

EDDY COUNTY OFFICIALS TURN IN
MONEY TO TREASURER MERCHANT

in violin, violincello, piano and in
Terms
harmonj'.
on application.
Phone 233 W., residence of Frank
Plomteaux. lit Cerrillos street, Santa
Fe.

DECEMBER

10, 1913.

TS

fi

A Fine Christmas Gift !

the election of a board of director?,
Four Years Away Benigno Delga-dand for the transaction of such other
is back from Denver where he anont BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS.
business as may regularly come beme pasi tour years. He returns to
NOVELTY RIBBON PIECES,
fore It. All members of Montezuma
Santa Fe to find the city the capital HnnK-rimWhile no official report of the ac- pny for their telephone, do not appear
Dliimoc Plain or
of a state; to see numerous new
Lodge Xo. 1 are urged to be present.
i iiinivo, Fancy
record fo have refunded, up to
tion has been received at the office of 011
houses all over the city to find the ijuiiuauiuw
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stthe
traveline
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plaza greatly improved and the Old Ostrich, which will make an ele
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HAO'Quinn however makes the
treasurers rennrt from V,UU ennntv
Palace restored. Four years made won- gant gift ; also many other artiHe is the county
III San Francisco St. Phone 2C6 W
,'ea,1.tVt,1l"
b.lKg.eBt
which
was
received
indicated
derful changes even in the oldest city cles I carry will make Xmas
today
Work for the New Mexican, it !i
gifts
that with but one or two exceptions. c,k. ami wit h the exception of $1,000
in the United States.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Fe
for
Santa
for
and the
working
you,
turned in as county clerk's fees and
county officials who were charged
OF
AND
OVERCOATS
THE
tb new state.
SUITS
turned in as district court fees;
with various sums of money to be ac.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX WE
"""'n Y tees '"ce 'Aie
counted for. by the recent report of,1"" nlt
ARE SELLING AT $25.00, INCLUDING
LUtJll IIIE IHIU'U ill tiailUUIJ', X.7J.W.
ilB
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
the traveling auditor, have turned into
A STETSON HAT. MAKE THE EXthe county the amounts with which a result he was facing a" accounting the Hotel Do Vargas has decided to CLUSIVE TAILOR STAND UP AND
for about $16,000 in the auditor's rewere
they
charged.
have informal dancing on Saturday TAKE NOTICE, AT THE HUB. N.
ports. This sum however seems to
51. O. Stewart, who in the
BRYAN TO SPEAK
traveling have been cut down by legitimate al- evenings. The giving of these dances SALMON.
will depend entirely to what extent
auditor's report, was charged with be- lowances
TWICE IN NEW YORK.
by the board of county coming overdrawn on the boarding pris- missioners, for in the treasurer's re- - they are patronized
New York, Dec.
NICARAGUA SENATORIAL
10.
William""!.
oners account, pays the county treas- nnrt wo flnt that Hia cum ,f t11 73!!
Just received a shipment of new
ELECTIONS CALLED OFF. Bryan secretary of state, came here
Xmas
for
urer the sum of $808.23 which is ex- was
mouWliigB
pictures;
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Dec. today to make two speeches, one at a
paid back. He also refunded
-..
& Rising.
10.
actly the sum of the shortage, it is $1,100 which the report charged was!
The report of an
Auto Delivery Every Hour I,
clerical conference of the New York
Auto Delivery Every Hour'
said.
All
of
the
Meet
Night-Friday
to Federation of Churches, the other at
duo the county for indexing, ami
conspiracy caused the authorities
club
are
Fe
the
Santa
bers
of
requestC. W. Ueeniau pays the county treasclose the polls In the senatorial elec- the dinner of the Canadian society
hnri Wn nairi t i,im tiw-ii- v
urer $30.30. He is a county commis- He also turns in $133.33 in probate ed to meet at the club at 8 o'clock Fri- - tion in the department of Hivas.
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Dec12
to
votB
the
in
the report was charged fees
PrP'
sioner, and
,716.36 in district court fees,,a.y niht
ANOTHER CAR OF
with $28.30 for a phone in his resi- and $461.33, which he had paid for ositlon "Shall the club purchase
home?"
permanent
dence which the county had paid for. deputy hire.
It is presumed that he let the county
AMERICAN LADY SPECIAL OUR
Unofficial reports from Eddy coun-pay for anther month before the re- ty state that Mr. O'Quinn has sacrl 'SHOE DEPARTMENT CARRIES THE
port of the traveling auditor became flced everything he owned to raise the BEST AND A FULL LINE OF SHOES,
public properly. The other two com- funds necessary to satisfy every claim LADIES ARE INVITED TO SEE OUR
missioners who also let the county against him.
BIG
LATEST STYLES AT THE
I
STORE. N.SALMON.
Gnagey & Ervien for a stand to
other county assessors were derelict convert your electric
iron into a
FORMER OPINION
OCEANS OF THEM ON SALE AT
in their duties.
device-Elkcooking
IS REVERSED
To Initiate Every member of
ON TAX MATTER The Sierra Rolls on the Road. tax the local lodge of B. P. O. Elks is reSierra
completed
county
quested to attend the session at the
rolls was shipped to the traveling
club house tonight at 7:30 p. in. as
traveling auditor sent out
0I1 December 6th, according to
matters will be
terday afternoon a letter to all county a letter recelved in that offloe thls very important
v treasurers and collectors in which neiniorning althougr
-- n
, brought before the session. Initiation,
I iixiixxi tx irixrxnixn hi n 1 1;
J15
ballot and luncheon are nil on the
a instructed them to disregard the
this
ernoon. Sierra is Jhe
I.- V
earnest- vious letter sent out by him in which jthIrd tQ gen(J ,n tllo nninnlotdt fnlla program and every member is
Xmas Boxes,
irunits,
. i.um
we quo.eu a
" Sandoval and Colfax being first and ly requested to be on hand.
Dr. Tannus, the eye, ear, nose and
general advising the granting of trom lBecond re(,pPct.lvely
PHONE 12
SANTA FE, N. M.
Collar Bags,
Suit Cases,
throat specialist has completed artwenty to thirty days for the paying
offices in the Capifor
his
of taxes after the tax rolls are com
rangements
Consent to Dissolution.
tal City bank building and is
pleted before collecting the penalty,
Cuff Links,
Traveling Sets,
HEM
to receive
Office
patients.
of
dissolution
Maxwell
the
t
Supply
hours 9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m.
such an opinion could not legally i,;fhe
has been obtained and the
Scarf Pins,
ONLY A
Traveling Bags,
THIS IS FOR GIRLS
rendered in the face of the law which company
formal
of this consent
notice
being FULL LINE OF COATS FOR YOU.
specifically states that the taxes for given was filed with the
corporation THEY ARE EXTREMELY REDUCED.
the first half of any year shall become
Military Brush Sets,"
Imported Neckties,
commission today. This concern has DON'T WAIT
AND LOSE THIS OPdelinquent on Dec. 1st and the penal- been
MODERN AND
at
Maxwell.
operating
be
shall
added
date.
The
PORTUNITY
BIG
after
that
THE
STORE.
AT
ty
Two tone Silk Hose,
Neckwear Sets,
ALWAYS
N. SALMON.
letter which is self explanatory is as
Taos County Schools.
follows ;
sever-!
There
Class
will
be
Dancing
Taos county school statistics have al dancing classes in full swing short-- ;
Silk Underwear,
Santa Fe, Dec. H.
LARGE LOBBY
Hosiery Sets,
been prepared by the state education- ly after New Years. Mrs. S. G. Mor- To County Treasurers
.
AND VERANDAS
With reference to my letter of the'al department for the year
ley will teach a class for children in
Initial Handkerchiefs, Silk Scarfs,
1st inst., regarding the collection of There aje 39 districts in the county, the morning, for youths in the even1913
W'hich
on
and
taxes
were
teachers
Of
interest
became
COMFORTABLE PORCH
employed.
ing and adults on certain days. The
Silk Pajamas,
Suspenders,
delinquent on December 1st, 1913, the the teachers 3(! are men and 17 are hours for the various classes will be
SWINGS and ROCKERS
women.
letter
from
the attorney genThe average monthly salary announced in a card in this paper as
,,r ii
mm m
ii
quoted
11 I
Service and Cuisine
eral was not intended by him to be an is $52. 98, wliile the average yearly is soon as the classes are made up.
Garters, Arm Bands,, Auto Gauntlets,
the Best in the City
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
interpretation of the existing laws on $307.nl. The monthly payroll was
Ample facilities forlarj,-the subject of taxation, but was his $2SflS and during the year the sum of wholesome fun, too. One of our
and small baoquetK.
Bath Robes,
Dents' Gloves,
personal opinion from a standpoint of 11,27r was spent for schools. The Kodaks will help you to entertain and
justice.
average length of term was 5.72 amuse yourself and others. Buy them
After giving this matter further con- months. The census for last year was ft Zook's, The Rexall Store.
Mackanaws,
Shoes,
Mails All In With the removal of
sideration, I am convinced that, the 4019 of whom 2118 were boys and 1S71
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
law is so plain that any one can un- were girls. The enrollment was 29S0, the suow, the west bound trains have
SPECIAL RATES
Knox & Stetson Hats,
Serge Suits,
derstand it.
and have
of whom the boys numbered 1C27 and continued their journey
(1
Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
BY THE WEEK
all
the
malls
from
1353.
the
brought
delayed
girls
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.
Any taxpayer who is desirous of
Overcoats,
the east. Once more the Santa Fe
Jersey Sweaters,
paying his taxes may do so by re
postofflce sees normal conditions
questing the assessor to figure the
County High School Fight.
which however will be changed when
amount due and tender that amount
Sweater Coats,
Raincoats,
A county High school may be estab
Santa Claus begins his package-pel- t
to the collector; this does not apply
lished in Roosevelt county, and a
gamo,
ing
to the counties of Eddy, Chaves and
White Dress Vests,
Overshoes,
spir'ied fight for ihe location of the COME AND TAKE A LOOK BOYS!
San Miguel, which counties I am ad- schoo.
has developed between
WE HAVE FOR YOU A FULL LINE
vised through the attorney general's
Elida, Taiban and La Lande, OF OVERCOATS, ON SPECIAL SALE
Ed. V. Price Clothes,
Umbrellas,
office are restrained by due process of
each of which want the institution es- TODAY TILL THE 24TH. AT THE
law from completing their rolls until
tablished in their own community.
HUB. N. SALMON.
ordered to do so by the court.
Perfumes and Toilet Waters All
The tax ioIIb were sent out by the
the favorite odors and makers.' A
Fish Hatch Is Postponed.
on
state
of
board
the
equalization
Sole Agantt For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
The first hatch In the fish hatchery big assortment all sizes and prices.
16th of October, and the proceedings
of
were
the
board
mailed to the asses- on the Bartlett estate which the game Bo sure to put this down on your list.
ilfALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds la bulk and pack
sors on October 21 to the county com- warden's department expected to start Zook's, The Rexall Store.
Music Lessons Prof. f. L. Tello,
missioners on October 22 therefore about January 1st, will be delayed
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
there was sufficient time for the com- several months because of the fact formerly professor at National Con
missioners to make the levies and cer that fish eggs in sufficient quantity servatory in the City of Mexico; ditify the same to the assessor, had they cannot be obtained before April. It rector of the Mendelssohn ConservaGIFTS
FOR HOLIDAY
HEADQUARTERS
acted
before the first of De- will be remembered that Mr. Bartlett tory at Chihuahua; who has studied in
Phone Black cember,promptly,
Phone Black
will
be
to
Berlin,
lessons
offered
his
2,000.000
pleased
give
and he then would have been
capacity hatchery
able to advise any taxpayer the to the state for use in stocking the
45
of
Mexico.
New
streams
amount due. There is no good reason that I can see why the tax rolls
Four Counties Report.
should not have been turned over to
HAND-PAINTE- D
Four county treasurers who report
the collector before this time, except
in the counties above named.
today for collections during Novem
For the above reasons, I request that ber, send the state $1737.04 as its por
Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my letter of December 1st, be disre- tion of the taxes collected. The de
my f tore. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
tailed report is as follows:
garded.
Smoking 5ets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
1910
and prior,
Very truly yours,
J prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
Curry county,
HOWELL EARNEST,
1912, $655.34.
$51.56; 1911, $146.06;
before the best pieces have been sold.
Traveling Auditor and Bank Examiner. Portion to the Btate, $221.7S.
Torrance county, 1910 and prior,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
Interested in Tax Matters.
$1794.36; 1911, $355.98; 1912, $1382.95
U. At. Houtz, tax commissioner of Portion to the state, $1061.66.
1910
and prior,
Otero county,
the state of Montana, in a letter to
the secretary of state, Antonio
1912, $877.50.
$99.90; 1911, $255.43;
says he has heard of the taxa Portion to the state, $302.90.
1910
and prior,
tion muddle in New Mexico, and he
Eddy county,
says that as he is greatly interested $140.20; 1911, $539.37; 1912, $309.1S
in the equalization provisions of the Portion to the state, $150.70.
For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
various states, as well as the outcome! In no one of the four counties were
good condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
of the present situation in New Mex any 1913 taxes couectea,
sanaovai
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Preico, and asks that Mr. Lucero keep and Dona Ana todate being the only
mier for THREE MONTHS.
him informed of the various steps tak counties so far reported, who collected
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and w
en in the settlement of the present any 1913 taxes. Eight of the 26 counwill credit this $5.00 on the purchase.
difficulties.
to
are
ties
report.
yet
SOLD ON THE
Corporation Dissolved.
The Albuquerque Pressed Brick and
Tile company today filed . with the
state corporation commission, a certified copy of the court order of dissolution, which was entered on .Tune
0th, last.
REMINGTON
MONARCH
SMITH PREMIER

AND MOULDING

o

iuc

-

I. J.

o

MISS A. MUGLER

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

P"re

''en

,

mern-wl.io- h

j

JUST RECEIVED

-

Famous Empress Flour

I

Chris

j

Lmnese Lily Bulbs
Cents a Piece)

I

iis

Suggestions i

McClintock

e

&

.

Wright

it.

The Clarendon Garden,

now-read-

Always Stop at theAncient City's Pride,

-

1912-1?-

HOTEL DE VARGAS
WHOLESALE

AND

i

'

RETAIL

Por-tale-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

IT

a;

LEO HERSCH

MCCLINTOCK & WRIGHT

45

CHINA

l

Store Open Every Night

OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer

JEWELER,

Three Months
For

$5.00

Easy Payment Plan.

LOCAL ITEMS.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS

THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfaction of saying: "I told you o." iave Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need In the Hardware Line,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE Is complete,
s
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make
is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
GO TO V
good-Thi-

.

BEACHMAN,

MIGNARDOT

HDW CO.

They Betievve In the "Golden Rule All Ways"

The Reliable Hardware Store.

'

-"

,-

.

''.",vv

'

One Month, $3.00

Notaries Named.
The following have been appointed
notaries by Governor McDonald: Eli
Xewsom, Central Valley, Dona Ana
county; W. T. Oliver, Central, Grant
county: Juan R. Ortiz, Park View.

I

Recieves We

j

Paragon Ribbons

Red Seal Carbon Papers

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines

Seeming Unfairness.

on the market.
They are the leading lines not only in quality, but In completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.
t

W. Gillespie, assessor of Colfax
county, who yesterday sent back to
G.

the traveling auditor, the corrected
tax rolls of his county, calls the auditor's attention to one detatil in the
roll which on its face appears very
unequal and unfair. The column on
the tax rolls which shows bonds, warrants, coupons, and notes and cred-ditshows a total of S17.1 KS1 In CnU
fax county, and a total for the state
of $178,689. This leaves a balance of
j$'80S under this heading which is all
that is taxed in the other 25 counties
of the Btate. Mr. Gillespie who made
jthe assessment in Colfax county dug
up securities as above named valued
at $173,881, but since this Item In the
other 23 counties amounts to only
$4SiS, it looks as though some of the

Six Months, $15.00

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

DAYSTOSilOf
FULL LINE OF BOYS' SUITS;
AND LONG
PANTS, ON
SPECIAL SALE FROM TODAY TILL
THE 24TH AT THE HUB. N. SALi
MON,

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(Incorporated)

A

SHORT

Our regular fresh stock of the best

Ill

South Fourth St

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

"it
?!

